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Office of the D~~tor ofNationallntelligence 
Deputy Director of National Intelligence for Analysis 

Wahington, DC 2051 J 

(U/t'Ft>Ut>) On behalf of the DirKtor of National Intelligence, I am pleucd to abare with you 
an interesting report titled, A Computer in Every Pocket: Mixed Reality, Geolocation. and Smart Phones, 
produced by our Summer Hard problem Program (SHARP). 

(U) Each summer a remarbble even occurs. Over the course offour weeks, professionals from 
the US Government, academia, the private sector, and state and local law enforcement gather to study, 
debate, and analyze what has been judged to be a particularly thorny national security problem. The 
group meets in a sccludcd'location that takes them away from the demands of their offices, so they can 
think expansively and boldly about hard challenges and pradical solutions. 

(U) Participants are encouraged to collaborate extensively with one another and to draw upon 
their experience while seeking new approaches to the problem being studied. SHARP seeks to catapult 
the discovery of new analytic insights while promoting two over arching goals: to plant the seeds of 
cultural change within the analytic community by exposing them to new tradecraft and diverse thinking, 
and to facilitate the building of networks among analysts and operators from varied backgrounds both 
internal and external to the intelligence community. The report in intended to stimulate discussion. 
The information in this document is intended FOR OF:FICIAL USE ONLY. It represents the thinking, 
expertise, and research of a selecr group of individuals, not of the Director of National Intelligence or the 

Intelligence Community, per se. 

(b)(3) 
(U) I would like to thank Direc:tor ofCyber Information Operations 

and Strategic Studies at the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence (OUSD(I)), for 
serving as topic champion and advocate of the SHARP Mixed Reality session. Without her leadership, 
inspiration, and commitment of time, a successful study that would not have been possible. 

(U) I hope you will enjoy reading this report and discover, as I have, the boundless creativity 
that is unleashed when diverse professionals come together wi~ solving problems 
of national importance. For more information. please contact~ SHARP 
Program Manager 

j(b)(3) 
Sincerely, 

-~ 
Peter Lavoy 
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(U) Executive Summary 

& Key Findings 

1. (Ur~i~~'e.~ii~l{~if.;.~~~s:tife•interweaving of physical reality and virtual -: ~ .. ~ ...... \: ..... ,.. , .t,. • . . • ,• '.. . . . ; 
reality to the extent they are perceived as one. 

2. (U) MR is uniquely shaped by the individuars degree of investment and 
engagement In social networks, the degree of online immersion, and competing 
socio-cultural elements. 

3. (U) The adoption worldwide of mobile, wireless technology is leading to 
unprecedented Information sharing among individuals - In real time and across 
international borders. These advances enable users to Individually and collectively 
affect polit1cal, economic, and cultural dynamics within nearly any nation state. 

4. (U} A forward-looking understanding of MR's capabilities and &Jabal implications 
will help the US Intelligence Community (IC) gain competitive advantage ln ... 

(U) Anticipating changes in state and qon-state actor awareness, orientation, Intents, 
and behaviors 

(U) Driving rapid evolution in IC collection, data visualization, collaboration, analysis, 
and dissemination processes 

5. (U) Conversely, constraints caused by the IC's security needs and culture of 
Information control wiU challenge the community's ability to adopt MR or even 
recruit future employees who have grown up relying on palmtop computers and 
crowdsourcing. 
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(U) What is "Mixed Re~lity?" 

(U) The acc:elerated worldwide conwrsion of 
mobile phones Into mobile internet devices 
Is transforming both human society and the 
Internet itSelf. As of 2008, there were 1.6 billion 
Internet users &lobally and 4 billion mobile 
phone users. 2 Over 1 billion mobile Internet users 
a~ projected Jlobally by 2011.1 The ·number of 
alobal Internet users and mobile phone users 
wiH converse rapidly In the cominJ years as all 
new mobile phones become Internet-enabled. 

(U) As people lntesrate the use of the internet 
more deeply into their daily lives - whenever 
they choose and wherever they are - the 
virtual world of the internet and the real world 
will besin to rnerp toward a point at which 
they will be perceived to operate as one. This is 
.,Mixed Reality.• 

(U) The advent of MR is transformative and is 
increasingly affecting all aspects of life. People's 
behavior is already chansJnl, propelling us 
doser to a dependency on uninterrupted, 
persistent connectedness. 

• (U) The Increasingly common habit of 
sharing what you're thinking (Twitter), what 
you're readlns (StumbleUpon), your finances 
(Wesabe), your everything (the Web) is 
becoming a foundation of our culture. 

• {U) More and more people will share their 
information (ideas, intentions, content, 
preferences, 'friend' networks, real-time 
locations, etc.) to get something beneficial in 
return. 

• (U) If you are interesting enouch or generate 
enough value (whether socially, throUJh 
your keen Insights, or throueh other 
qualities), whatever you create online will be 
mined and exposed . 

(U) Many examples of MR technoiOSY can 
seem like science flc;tlon, such as the use of 
electronic visors to see thr~imensional 

computer-generated objects Interact with a real 
environment. However, some of the seemingly 
mundane elements of MR technology (i.e., 
ubiquitous, sensor-filled, GP5-enabled mobile 
devices like Apple's iPhone) are already 
dramatically c:hanaJns the Wll'f people live, 
communicate, do business, and shape socio· 
political conditions. Such changes can be as 
prosaic as people adjustlns driving habits 
based on reaf..time, precise location and traffic: 
information, and as profound as the emef'llnl 
ability to traclc practtcally anyone anywhere.1 

(U) While locative tec:hnoiolies are relattvely 

cheap, efficient, and attracttve for commercial 
developers,·and an inc:reasinaly expected norm 
for consumers, the deeper intesration of these 
technologies Into daily life will alter perspectives 
on the relationships between personal location, 
privacy, and trust. 

(U) Why Does Mixed Reality 
Matter? 

(U) Emerging MR technologies make It possible 
for the first time to use the full resources of the 
Internet in real time, virtually anywhere, on a 
Jlobal scale. As a result, individuals and small 
groups at the rilht time and the right plcKe have 
a much greater ability to influence political, 
economic, and cultural developments. Two 
recent examples: The use of Twitter to provide 
first..ftand reports from the scene of the summer 
2009 post-presidential election riots in tran, and 
the use of Twitter by onlookers to share warning 
information during the November 2008 Mumbai 

.attacks. 
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• 
(U) Competttlve advantage-economic. miUtary, 
and even artistic- in every advance of these 
pei'Vfslve technologies is so powerful thatfalllnt 
to participate In and .......,. this new reaHty 
blinds us and helps our adversaries achieve a 
dedsiw information advantap. The availability 
of millons of networked mobile sensors on 
Smartphones and other mobile devices presents 
the United· StateS, Its allies, competitors, and 
adversaries with unprecedented intelllpnce 

collection opportunities and unprecedented 
security vulnerablllttes. Adaptln& to this chanse 
Is not an option - it is a necessity for US and 
allied national security. 

(U) The United States lags behind many other 
nations in MR. Further, the US Intelligence 
Community at large is la&&inc behind the 
country, preventlns itself from seizing the 
information advantage available with mixed 
reality technolo&ies. Havins a broad base 
of inteNisence officers who are personally 
conversant and Immersed in the laJlluase and 
use of mixed reality Is a key prerequisite for 
advancins us Interests. Adoptlns the •anyttme, 

. ' 

anywhere" . mixed reality workplace paracli&m 
inside the lntellf&ence Community will empower 
us to i-espond to global challenses ahead of our 
adversaries. 

(U) Galnlns a Better Understandins of Mixed 
Reality's Opportunities and Vulnerabilities 

(U) The following bullets provide a quick look 
at the breadth of topics examined during the 
summer 2009 Summer Hard Problem session: 

• (U) We are at the cusp of a new lnteUi&ence 
'type': crowdsourced intelligence (CROWD· 
INTJ. The intelligence community has a 
unique opportunity to engase the public to 
help filter and solve a multitude of difficult 
tasks. As "brands," the various government 
agencies have the ability to mobilize their 
citizens to complete tasks for the common 
good. The wealth of a nation wtll be 
derived from its networked population, 
which will translate into that nation's 
ability to .moblli~e intellectual property, 
information technology, and other virtual 
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resources to promote and defend its own 
Interests. Further, there is the potential 
for a networked population to not only 
conduct information collection I processing 
1 validation tasks ("sensory and mind" 
tasks of the hive), but also to coordinate 
collective action ("hands and feet" tasks 
of the. hive) in multiple realities (physical, 
virtual, and mixed). So what? Thousands 
of eyes and hands can be summoned 
with rapidly decreasing need for notice or 
advance planning. Applications here will 
span from state control to non-state group 
influence to macro-Scale "neighborhood 
watch", from criminal activities to the law 
enforcement community's investigations and 
prosecutions, and beyond! 

(U) The permeation of MR throughout societies 
worldwide will present game-changing 

·opportuoities for the strategic influence and 
informatiOn operations communities. Getting 
ahead and staying ahead of MR's evolution is 
a necessity for US and allied national security, 

as it will not just be the US and our allies that 
will seek to gain an advantage via MR-enabled 
awareness and capabilities. 

(U) The concept of privacy has undergone a 
massive change; many do not realize this fact. 
Technological development has outpaced the 
legal community's ability to keep up. Private 
corporations now define the legal lanes with the 
use of End User License Agreements (EULAs). 
While laws in the past were established to 
regulate US government intrusions into an 
individual's privacy, to what extent are private 
corporations (and their owners) limited from 
collecting an individual's, EULA-granted data? 
(These data can include real-time location, 
relationships, appearance, interests, physical 
world and online trends, and so forth.) The 
current lack of protection will surprise and 
shock. 

(U) The ability ·to anticipate future problems 
in the global economic and financial systems 
is crucial to safeguarding our American ideals. 

These are highly challenging 
"targets" for the lnteUigence 
Community to better understand, 
calling for a new, robust kind of 
analysis. MR-enabled capabilities 
potentially hold the key for the 
Intelligence Community to help 
thwart future crises. 

(U) A competitive advantage for 
US and allied intelligence can be 
gained·· through the use of real
time MR simulation and modeling 
tools for analysis and collaboration. 
Advancements In immersive multi
modal displays and telepresence 
have already shown increased 
benefits for complex collaborative 
decision m;iking in medicine 
and. military training and lend 
themselves well to intelligence 
analysis and operational planning.• 
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(U) Further, the commercial world's leading
edge recommendation enetnes and cootent 
analysis generators hold potential to be 
adapted to help the intelligence community to 
better·process the exponential growth of data 
that will be available with the increased use 
of MR technoJocies worldwide. Of particular 
note, a prerequisite to realizing the benefits of 
these emetBins capabilities is to cultivate an 
intelligence officer workforce that is conversant 
and familiar with the languqe and use of MR. 
Once the Intelligence community is on track 
to develop and challenge such a workforce, 
MR 'capabilities wiU become a dramatic force 
multiplier. 

(U) At the end of this document, please take 
time to read a futuristic, fictional epilogue 
describing the very distinct journeys of two new 
employees - one within the walls of the IC, and 
the other within corporate America. The story 
illustrates the growing divetBence between IC 
and Industry cultures and technical capabilities, 
- assuming the IC remains on a traditionally 
cloistered track. 
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(U) In summer 2009, the Deputy Director of National 
Intelligence for Analysis challenged a select aroup of 
thinkers in Phoenix, Arizona to assess the future afobal 
impacts of rapidly advancing, increasingly available, 
mobile Internet devices. During the four week session, 
this diverse group considered the implications of how 
that complex technology is fostering the emergence 
of "Mixed Reality" - a phenomenon in which virtual 
and real worlds merge, &enerating a force for cultural 
transformation driven by acceleratin& technololical 
advancement. 

(U) The 26 innovative thinkers representins the 
Intelligence communities of the United States and the 
United Kingdom, US law enforcement organizations, 
the lepl profession, and private sector entrepreneurs 
convened in a nearly continuous brainstorming session, 
exchanging information and perspectives to interpret 
the Impact of Milled Reality within and across their 
specialized areas of Interest. 

(U) This convergence of different fields and cultures 
created what the author, Frans Johansson, describes 
as "The Medici Effect," or •Breakthrough Insights at 
the Intersection of Ideas, Concepts, and Cultures." 
Johansson claims that •Innovators are changing the 
world ~V steppin& into the Intersection: a place where 
ideas from different fields and cultures meet and 
collide, ultimately f&nlting an explosion of extraordinary 
new dlscoveries.•5 TNe to the author's description, the 
insights produced through the intersection in Phoenix 
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are varied and reflect multiple perspectives 
on the impact of Mixed Reality within several 
disciplines that share a common interest In 
national security. 

(U) Because of the numerous relevant 
perspectives that came forth from this Mixed 
Reality session of the DNI Summer Hard 
Problem pqram (SHARP), a decision was made 
to capture the ideas of the session in a collection 
of articles. Although unified by the theme of 
Mixed Reality, the individual articles also stand 
alone in offerina a unique point of view on 
the topic. Some of these reports assume the 
appearance of a conventional assessment, while 
others use storytellina to convey special insi1hts 
into the Impact of Mixed Reality on human 
society, culture, national and alobal security In 
the present and In the not too distant future. 
Most importantly, this collection challenges 
the reader to participate in a continuina effort 
to understand and interpret the significance of 

a rapidly movinl phenomenon that portends 
Inevitable chanae - with potential for both 
good and ill - but which the United States and 
Allied intelligence communltfes can Ignore only 
at their perU. 

(U) So, pull up your favorite interface device, sit 
back. and let's mix some realities! 

~.---------------------------------~--~--~~--~~~~t:~···:i~J 
<( 
Ill) 
UJ 

"OK, now help me relate to this Mixed Reality thing ••. " 
0 (U) This will help to jp'OUnd the discussion: In June-July 09, mobile, wireless technologies 
<n amo111 populations in and outside Iran, combined with the functionality of the web-based 

Twitter mlaobloai"' software and facebook social networkina software, empowered 
individuals across International borders to share on-scene reports of the unrest in the 
aftermath of Iran's presidential election. This Information sharina pnerated a Mixed Reality 
(MR) experience amons participants inside and outside Iran as their collectively-enhanced, 
online-enabled awareness of activities Inside Iran enabled them to tale coordinated actions 
that challenaecf the lqitlmac:y of the Iranian reclme. 

(U) This experience, popularly referred to in the press as a "'Twitter Revolution, ... represents 
Just the nascent belfnnlna of what MR Is and how MR wiD dramatically chanae the human 
experience In societies worldwide. 
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(U) My Network is 
Smarter Than 
Your Analyst 
(U) For the intelligence community to survive it will need to find ways to engage the 
larger Internet community to help analyze and solve difficult challenges as our enemies 
become more and more fragmented. One method of doing this is to engage the collective 
community in a form of •crowdsourcing." 

(U)In the current state of the intelligence community, experts are ·located in distinct'
INT' silos.7 Useful intelligence is sequestered into classification leyels and compartments. 
Information classified to protect sources and methods is often available through emergent 
open sources. These classification firewalls are creating stagnant pools of information 
which, at the end of the day are only as useful as the collective intelligence of the few who 
see it. 

. . ··.· ,: . . - .. ·. _;_,_,. ,_ ... : ........ ~---·--

-.~--

....,..-r ....... ,..,,..,..#-

(U)Onthelnternet,newenablerssuchasopen 
Application Programming Interfaces (APis), 
collaborative tools ·such as Wikipedia, and 
communication protocols like Twitter create 
a broader network of social connections and 
combined interests that result in a new face 
of human intelligence. This open-source, 
crowd-sourced intelligence, or 'CROWDINT,' 
enabled by millions of participants around 
the world, represents an information filtering 
and processing capability potentially far 
better than experts in silos. More and more 
people are processing and "mashing up,. 
information in their spare time for various 
motivations, but ultimately the combined 
effort could exceed the capability and 
reliability of any closed community. 

-
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(U)What is Crowdsourcing? 

(U) The term "crowdsourdn&• is the brin&inl topther of the user and the producer to aeate newer 
and better results. The term has come to describe the Practice of givins a wide croup of people the 
opportunity to provide Innovative, user-driven ideas or products, and drivina them Into production, 
often with the support of a larJer company. • Jeff Howe, author of the bestselling book, "Crowdsourclns: 
Why the Power of the Crowd is Drivins the Future of Business; defines the term as "the transition from 
professional production to community production."' 

(U) Accordina to Howe, crowdsourcinsls leveragina 'spare cycles,' or what author Clay Shirky cans 
.. cosnitlve surplus." The sanie way SEnOhome taps spare cycles on people's computers to search for 
extraterrestrlat life, crowdsourcins projects are leveralins people's spare cycles.10 

(U) Crowdsourcins is not a new concept. In 1714, the British sovernment offered a prize of 20,000 
pounds to anyone who could come up with a method to determine a ship's lonsitude at sea. Thousands 
tried, but the money went to John Harrison, an Enalish dockrnaker, rather than a scientist or seaman. u 
In effect, crowdsourcina is an attempt to find the dockmakers to solve problems, not by ustna experts 
In silos. 

(.U) Enablers of Crowdsourcing 

(U) Today, crowdsourcina is enabled by a 
number of internet-based tools, includina social 
networks, sharing networks, and commercial 
networks. Even a legal framework, Creative 
Commons Licensln& establishes ownership 
of Ideas and other Intellectual property and 
outlines rules for sharing those ideas. The 
underlylna protocol structures of the Internet 
Uke TCP/IP are de5i&ned to fadlitate open 
sharing of data on all levels. 

Social Networks - Facebook, Twitter, Unkedln, 
Loopt 
Sharins Networks - Flickr, VouTube, Yelp 
COmmercial Networks -Amazon's Mechanical 
Turk 
Creative Commons Licenslna 

(U) Examples of Crowdsourcing 

(U) In an attempt to find Steve Fossett after 
his plane disappeared over the Nevada desert 
in September, 2007, over 50,000 people 
participated in an online search and rescue 
attempt usine GoosJe Maps and Amazon's 
Mechanical Turk. Althou&h they were unable to 
locate the aircraft, the community discovered 
six previously unknown aircraft crash sites and 
covered a 10,()00-square mile search area at 
least once.1l 

(U) Netfllx, the world's taraest online movie 
rental service spannlns 100,000 DVD titles, 
launched an open competition invitfna users 
to find ways to improve their existina movie 
recommendation ratina system Cinematch 
- a service that analyzes the mCJYie..viewina 
habits of the company's 8. 7 million users and 
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recommends other titles they might enjoy. 
In 2008, over 35,000 user teams from 180 
countries participated, and the company 

awarded a second annual progress 

prize of $50,000 to a team with a 9.44% 
improvement. u 

(U) When 22 senators started working 
over the first health care overhaul bill 

on June 17, 2009, NPR's photographer 
took photos of the 200 attendees during 

the Senate committee meeting. When it 

turned out to be difficult to identify the 
lobbyists in the crowd, journalists engaged 
the NPR audience to help. The response 

from the community was enthusiastic, 
and useful information was provided to 
the journalists, some from high-level Hill 

staffers, and even from other lobbyists.1• 

(U) Ushahidi, Swahili for "testimony," is 

free web software to which eyewitnesses 
of war and crisis in out-of-reach places 

can send news by e-mail or mobile text 

messages and have it attached to a Google 
map. Ushahidi grew out of a citizen 
journalism effort that Ory Okolloh, a native 
of KenYa, helped lead during the post-

.-·•.&Jilt• 
....... , .. c.-• ...-...... a. ............. ______ ....,. ____ Ioiii ____ ._.. .... _, .... 

_ __._,._ • ._. • ..-.. ..., ............. ._....w ______ .._.,.....,.._ ................... _ 
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election violence in Kenya in late 2007 and early 2008. 
The software has been deployed in South Africa to help 
gather stories of xenophobic attacks in May and is now 

in use in the Congo and other regions.15 

(U) Gwap, which stands for "Games With a Purpose," 

is a web site with several games designed to help 

computers with tasks they can't do autort:~atically. For 
example, ESP is a game in which opposing players are 

shown a picture and try to guess what words the other 

player will use to_ describe the image. The aim of the 

game is to help improve image searches on the Internet 
by creating descriptions of un-captioned images. ESP 
has been licensed by Google as Google Image Labeler.11 

(U) Crowdsourcing Scientific 
Problems is Gaining Momentum:17 

• People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) is 

using crowdsourcing to find a way to create artificial 
meat.11 

• Howard Hughes Medical Institute and the University 

of Washington target computer gamers to find 

the optimal solution for in silico protein folding 
problems using a computer game called "Foldit."19 

• The X Prize Foundation has issued a lunar Lander 
Challenge with ·Northrop Grumman.20 

• Even the National Research Council has 
. recommended that the National Science 

Foundation provide funding inducements to 
crowdsource scientific innovation.u 

(U) In 2007, a study was conducted by a group 
from the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, 
partnering with lnnocentive, to examine the 
efficacy of crowdsourcing for solving scientific 

problems. They followed 166 discrete scientific 
problems from 26 different firms, and sourced 

solutions from a diverse group of over 80,000 
scientists from more than 150 countries. The 
study found that 29.5% of problems that had 

remained ·unsolved at the various firms were 
solved through crowdsourcing. Furthermore, 
in assessing the probability of any person to 
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become a successful solver, the researchers 
found that "the further the focal problem was 
from the solvers' field of expertise, the more 
likely they were to solve it. •zz u 

(U) The concept of crowdsourdng Is not 
entirety new for Government. In October 2008, 
the ClO of Washington D.C., Vlvek Kundra 
(current Federal chief Information Officer}, led 
an initiative known as "Apps for Democracy". 
Apps for Democracy created a contest to 
crowdsource the creation of applications 
utilizing public data. The project yielded 47 
web, !Phone, and Facebook apps in 30 days for 
a total cast of $50,000 a~ estimates that the 
contest delivered $2,300,000 In value to the 
city. 14 According to an artide in the Washington 

Mechanical Turk 

Post, "Kundra has introduced popular consumer 
. tools to bureaucratic processes, runs his. office 
like a tech start-up and works by the mantra that 
cittzen5 are 'co-creators rather than subjects.' lfB 

(U) Motivat.ing the Crowd 

(U) As the size of the task increases, so do the 
financial incentives. Even when. there is little or 

· no financial benefit to completing a task, the 
person may still process the task because it Is 
quick, relatively easy, fun and/or the "right" 
thing to do. 

There is no need to provide a ftnanciaf Incentive 
for a task that is considered as contributing 

. for the common good. In fact, this can be 

(U) Vta Mechanical Turk, Amazon has estabUshed a marketplace where firms- .known online as 
requesters - can post tasks that they want crowdsourced. A vast pool of about 200,000 ready 
and willi"' people (called 'twters') look to these 'human intelllpnce tasks' (HITS) to make 
small amounts of money - say 10 cents apiea!. Amazon collects a percentap from each 
transaction. 11 

(U) The name Mec:hanical Turt refers to a chess-playing machine in the 18th century that turned 
out to be a trick uslrt~ a hidden human. 27 

(U) A typical task posted by a requester at Mechanical Turk Is somethlna that's hard for computers 
to do, but easy for humans to complete in a few minutes. Often these are Image-related tasks. 
For example, current automatic scanning and computing technology can't accurately distinguish 
between a baby's flesh and pomCJ1raphlc skin tones. a 

(U) Other sites uslfll crowdsourclng have put out calls for tnformat:IQn and photos about events, 
or answers to vexing questions. Mechanical Turk Is the best known among those that pay for 
online tasks. a 

(U) Given where this Industry Is today, Income doesn't seem to be a prime motivator. Studies 
found that most people use the site casuafly, not as a full-time job. Averaae earnings are about 
$2 to $5 a week; but. some people earn $SO to $100 or more. A typical hourly wage can ranee 
from $1 to about $3.311 

{U) The experience's entertainment value may be part of what makes people willing to wort for 
less. Chris Van Pelt of San Francisco-based Dolores Labs said he believes potential turkers are 
attracted because the HITs haw! a lower lewl of responsibility and time commitment, allowing 
people to start and stop when they want, even allowing for HIT work to be done while doing 
other things In the baclrpound.11 
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a disincentive for the crowd. Tasks for the 
common sood include political transparency for 

sites using Ushahidi, Stannina satellite ima&erv 
in the search for Steve Fossett, and revealing 
false Information on controversial news.u 

Small tasks completed as games can also ·. 

motivate users to complete usuaUy mundane 
tasks. Sites, like Rmbr.com for example. create 
a pme around tauins photos, a task that Is 
better handled by humans. Users feel rewarded 
with both hteh seores and virtual currency; thus, 
social elements are at work here to stimulate 
and sustain crowdsourced efforts. 

(U)Trends 

(U) The data are only as sood as the size of your 
network. Some sovemment asencies will not 
have the critical mass to make crowdsourdna 
effective when restrictins the crowd Inside 
their asendes. Instead, they will be forced to · 
open significant portions of their mindshare to 
the IC colleeti.ve Inside a certain classification 
level, and will embrace crowdsourcins outside 
of that classification via the sodal networks of 
individuals. 

Mobile applications will Increase the speed of 
crowdsourcln& since access to the crowd will be · 
immediate, not dependent upon a non-moving 
access point. 

There will be increasin& ways to physically 
mobilize crowds due to locatlon-sharins 
technolosies, whether to passively monitor or 
act in the physical world. 

More communities will achieve a critical 
mass required to create timely and accurate 
Information about a topic of Interest, thoush 
communities will cross·polllnate throush soclal 
networks and communities of competing 
opinions .and micro·nlches. 

Crowdsourclna will start with the most 
provocative Ideas and slowly trickle down to the 
"long tait• of topics as smaller Interest groups 
achieve critical mass. 

(U) Who Looked at My Data? 

I U) The line between data sourced by the crowd 
or processed by computers will continue to 
blur. More scandals like SpinVox (see below) 
will occur as applications and systems include a 
human component. 

(U) Since tools like Mechanical Turk 
oompartmentallze tasks Into HITs, the user 
completins the tasks doesn't know who or why 
the tasks are assi&ned to them. Government 
agencies are likely to use these tools both inside 

and outside their aaencies to help process and 
filter the Increasing ·amounts of data· on the 
Internet. 

(U) The increasingly common habit of sharing 
what you're thinkins (Twitter), what you're 
reading (StumbleUpon), your finances (Wesabe), 
and Your everything (the Web) is becoming a 

foundation of our culture.'" 

(U) More and more people will share their 
information to get something beneficial In 
return. For example, every public health care 
expert declared confidently that sharing was 
fine for photos, but no one would share their 
medical records. But PatientsUkeMe, where 
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patients pool results of treatments to better 
their own care, prove that collective action can 
trump both doctors and privacy scares. M 

(U) If you are lnterestina enoUJh or generate 
enough value (either socially,. in Insight, etc.), 
whatever you create online will be mined and 
exposed. (Please see article entitled, "Privacy 
in Mixed Reality" for further provocative 
discussion.) 

(U) Everything will be a Game 

(U) The nne between aames and applications 
will blur as more applications are designed to 
work like games. More and more sames will be 

designed to complete tasks by humans that are 
difficult for computers to do. Those playin& the 
game will not know what the resultins data are 
used for and won't care: 

(U) Game pqrammers will continue to 
leave their 'traditionar industry to create 
crowdsourcing sames in the suise of casual 
gaming. Althoush the pmes are free to the user, 
the resulting work will be mined for useful data 
for both tile aovernment and private sector. 
Some veterans are leavina the Industry and 
brlnslng their knowledge of game mechanics 
- which is really about how to keep someone 
Interested for the next 10 seconds - to different 
industries.J5 

(U) Aside from crowdsoUtdna, more and more 
application developers will apply game thinking 
to non-game applications. Newer generations 
will even expect aamin& elements for mundane 
tasks like banking. 

(U) Culture Changes 

(U) Trust and' credibility will be increasingly 
Important as .more tasks are completed with 
crowdsourclng. Reputation systems will be 
important to reduce fraudulent Input from the 

crowd, as well as ways for the crowd to self· 
validate. These 'reputation systems will improve 
as crowdsourctns becomes more popular. 

(U) I!" the future, more crowdsourclng wiD be 
·. oraanic, caused by a catalyst and executed 

through a loose collection of connected tools 
and people. The catalyst, in the form of a 
provocative ~ article, b!Og post, or image, 
will provoke the network. to compete for 
information to provide a better picture. 

(U) 'Knowledge Wars' between differing 
. belief systems may create a common ground 

and therefore a more accurate picture about 
various topics. However there may be negative 
consequences when one opinion can shout over 
the others. 

(U) Individuals wUI crowdsource their own social 
araph - their connections of friends on sites 
like Unkedln, Facebook and MySpace. Everyone 
will be a conclerse service for each other - a 
symbiotic relationship to make all of our fives 
easier and more productive. 

(U) Reputation systems for crowdsourdng 
will cross-pollinate between web sites and 

. companies to provide a more detailed reputation 
for users. This will help to validate submissions 
by these reputable (or disreputable)' users. This 
will also be used "witt1in the walls" to evaluate 
worker performance. 

(U) Crowdsourcing Intelligence
CROW DINT 

(U) The intelligence community has a unique 
opportunity to engage the public to help filter 
and solve a multitude of difficult tas~. As 
brands, the various government agencies have 
the ability to mobilize their citizens to complete 
tasks for the common aood. The wealth of 

. a nation will be derived from its networked 
population, which will translate into that 
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nation's ability to mobilize Intellectual property, 
Information technolasy, and feet on the ~ound 
in its own interest. 

(U) For example, consider a citizen-driven 
Presidential· Dally Brief and Its potential to 
enable truly democratic communication to the 
highest levels in the United States. · 

(U) Homeland Security missions could be 
served by crowt,lsourclna mundane tasks, such . 
as remote monitorin& of our borders with the 
assisunce of web-cameras as part of a larp 
scale •neiahborhood watch" activity, as it were. 

(U) Crowdsourcing Deception 

(U) When larp totsks are decomposed Into · 
small, compartmentalized tasks, the people 
completina them often are unaware who Is 
asklna for the data or understand its intended 
use. Additionally, Internet-based services miaht 
not be completed by computers even when the 
task seems nearly instantaneous. 

(U) One example is the use of spammers to 
defeat CAPTCHA, a system tha~ cenerates 
text in an ima&e that Is only recoenlzable for 
humans. Many free email tools use this system 

to prevent software applications frcim creatins 
email accounts for senerattna spam. Spammers 
have been able to defeat this by creatins 
pornasraphic web sites that can only be viewed 
after enterlna the text displayed in CAPTCHA. 
The text lmap displayed on the porn pre-entry 
pqe is the Same text imap presented to create 
an account on another site.J6 

(U) The biaest scandal involvlns crowdsourcing 
to date is at Splnvox, a company that provides 
volcemail transcription services, claiminc that 
state-of-the-art s~ch recognition technology 
was the basis of its service. 17 Althou&h Spinvox 
had always maintained that humans only played 
a minor role in converting voice meSSil&es into 
text, it was exposed in July 2009 that Spinvox 
had at least five call centers responsible for 
transcription services with over 8,000 human 
agents. In fact, some insiders indicated that 
less than 2% of messaces were handled by 

automated translation services.• 
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(U)The Hive Gives the Intelligence 
Community New Operating Capabilities: 
(U) A remotely directed Hive could perform collections 
in denied areas, as evidenced by Goosle's "MapMaker"' 
collection of street level data on Pakistan in early 2009, for 
which Google did not have a license to acquire by officially 
sanctioned means .... 

(U) A Hive can take virtual action - and tantamount to 

kinetic action - even if the individual actions of each of 
its members are independently iMocuous, as evidenced 
by the Iranian electrical grid overload protests. It is worth 
noting that this particular action appeared to be internal 
to Iran and srass-roots, but this kind of action could easily 
be directed externally. (See related sidebar, "lran·Eiectrical 
Grid Attack.'") 

(U) A Hive could be used to take deniable action as 
participants In alternate reaUty games, based on flash 
mobs' demonstrated willingness to participate in complex 
mass actions In the physical world with little or no 
qualification of their controllers. 41 

(U) A Hive can unwittingly be used to perform clandestine 
coUection, as evidenced by Microsoft's Photosynth 3D 
models of various world landmarks assembled from 
photos taken by unassociated tour,ists.42 As mobile devices 
gain ever more sensor capabilities and MR interfaces 
become commonplace, It will be easier and easier to 
assemble highly detailed, multifaceted, and close to real
time pictures of Intelligence targets. 41 

(U) A key aspect of the Hive Is the ability of parts to "hive 
off" - to temport~rlly (t~nd sometimes Permilnenttv) split 
off from the main group to accomplish some wk or goal. 
The Hive learns t~bout the world and takes actions in the 
world throuah subJroups.44 In this way It Is very much like 
a set of terrorist cells. In tasking the Hive, it is imPortant to 
take into account its streneths: 

• The Hive is best at di~e or decomposable tasks 
• The nature of Hive activity is not Innately serial. Tasks 

can be done in parallel. 
• Hive tasks can be addressed predominantly by 

generalists 

(U) What is a Hive? 
(U) An MR-connected, instrumented, 
ar\d social networked human Hive 
can be compared to a hive of honey 
bees. In such a Hive community, 
ad hoc groups (or 'adhocracies') 
of varyinJ scale are created and 
dissolved on an as-needed, task
oriented basis. Each adhocracy works 
within the community's doctrinal and 
communications framework, which 
allows members to contribute to the 
common good with a minimum of 
management.~5 

(U) It has become commonplace to 
discuss the "Hive Mind,'" but a Hive 
is much more than just a •mind." The 
.Hive has arms, legs, eyes, and ears, 
and this is of great impOrtance to the 
Intelligence Community.* 

(U) The geatest strength of the Hive Is 
that it Is fundamentaUy a meritocracy. 
~pie motivated by altruism or social 
reputation contribute to solving a 
problem. The contributions are filtered 
and edited by others who have shared 
Interests and expertise. Adhocracles 
are often self directed and rarely 
stable. They also are small and task 
oriented because they are driven by 
niche Interests. They can, however, be 
harnessed into larger communities. 
Wikipedia is an example of activity of 
a la11er community.41 

(U) Pervasive data networks, attached 
to mobile devices with rich interfaces 
and multiple sensors, enable the Hive 
to. take real-world collective action. 
Combined with sodal software, 
cloud resources, and mobile services, 
the effectiveness of hives can be 
multiplied. 
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(U) The first aspects of the "Hive Body" have 
been seen in recent phenomena as diverse as 
"Tweetups," the role of mobility and social 
software In the Iran election protests, flash 
mobs, alternate reality games, and crowd
sourced mapping of denied areas. 41 
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(U)Why Hives Form 
(U) Members of a Hive community choose to 
take part In task-specific, temporary sub-Hives 
for many reasons, but it generaUy boils down 

to their havins somethins to gain: motivation 
to partidpate In a task·Hive tends to be for 
personal amusement, enhancement of one's 
reputation in · the community, occasionally 
sheer altruism, and sometimes, money.• In 
the last case, money, task-Hives aeneraHy take 
on the form of contests or 'Mechanical Turks,' 
as discussed in the previous section, "My 
Network is Smarter than Your Ailalyst."' In the 
world of online and online/offline communities, 
reputation has very real benefits in terms of 
professional opportunities, commerce (e.g. 
eBay), and entertainment. 50 

(U) The most significant differences between a 
Hive and a team, company, dub, or most other 
forms of social or productive organizations are 
that: 

• Hives are composed, for the most part, of 
senerallsts. 

• Mem~rs of Hives have a proclivity to 
connect with each other, and tend to 
connect most with other me~bers who are 
adjacent (In network terms). 

.• Some Hive members will h<lve some 
connection to non-adjacent members 
and with others outside their primary 
community. 

• Hives are flat organizational structures, while 
other forms tend to be more hierarchical, 
particularly as they grow. 

• Tasks are performed by self-selecting sub
teams that form and disband as needed. 51 

(U) Requirements for a Good, 
. Strong Hive 

(U) It Is essential that a Hive be based on weak 
bonds or loose connections. If members all 
get to know l!ach other well, strong bonds 
will form, and the community will take on 
the characteristics of what network theory 
describes as a fully connected or cHque network. 

This kind of network tends to be self-relnfordn'& 
· exclusionary, and prone to group think. This is 
not aood at solvina novel problems, and not 
expansive by nature.5l 

(U) A lafle enough community (at a minimum, 
150 people - the maximum number of people 
a normal person is capable of remembering 

. to a material desreeil) senerally becomes a 
scale-free network. Scale-free networks are 
characterized by connections that appear to 
be random, bu~ with some members actina as 
bridges or hubs, such that the network sraph 
has sub networks.54 Note that this presents 
~portunlties for exploitation by both sinister 
and sincere parties. 

(U) The importance of a community being 
of sufficient size to be scale-free Is that its 
members will connect with other communities 
and draw in new members. They will form 
loose bonds, in network theory parlance, which 
causes networks to have a tendency to form and 
reform subnets based on changing conditions. 

· Sizable scale-free networks tend toward 
democratic I adhocratlc self-governance, and 
will have enouah members to effectively form 
.. hived off" task 'groups. 55 
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(U) How to Control a Hive 
(U) You don't. Hives are bv nature distributed. 
Instead, you can •influence• a hive, largely. 
through constructtvely participating In it and/ 
or setting the stage such that its community 
doctrine and Interface influences the way It 

operates. 51 

(U) A hived off 'task Hive' can be self-rnanaaed, 
take explicit dir~n from without, or take 
implicit direction by means of interface and · 
design. 57 

(U) Hives can often act faster than stable, 
hierarchical organizational structures, but a few · 
factors determine just how fast a task Hive can 
form and take action. A prerequisite to task Hive 
formation is the existence of a community Hive: . 
members must share common doctrine, and/ 
or a common interface, and must have their 
Interests and capabilities be known to, or easily 
discoverable by other members. If a community . 
does not already exist, one must be formed, 
significantly lengthening the lead time for any 
action to be taken. 51 

(U) Even if a community Hive already exists, 
the timeline from strategy formation through 
tactical planning to Implementation is 
determined by the below listed factors, each 
of which can substitute for the others to some 
degree: 

• (U) bandwidth 
• (U) communications latency 
• (U) interface richness 
• (U) resource requirements 

(U) Bandwfdttl is the main determinate of 
how complex Instructions can be. Face to face, 
one-on-one communication, with appropriate 
visual and other sensory aids is extremely 
high bandwidth, and to the extent this can be 
replicated over a communications medium, 
physical proximity of Hive members prior to 
action is less necessary. Because in·person 
communication with large numbers of people 

one-one-one cannot typically take place In the 
task's area of operations, and is necessarily 
serial, elimlnatinc the necessity of this reduces 
the Hive's time to action."· 

(U) ~ latency determines ~w 
much pre-planning and rehearsal a Hive needs. 
If messages travel by carrier pigeon, real-time 
control and feedback Is impossible and task Hive 
members must rehearse in advance, and have 
contingency actions prepared. If all members 
of the task Hive, and their remote controllers 
(if there are any) are connected in real-time 
with rich, · MR sensing and communications 
lnterfKa, then the members can be controlled 
with fine granularity in near real-tlme.111 

(l,l) Finally, If ntiOUI'C4IS are required that task 
Hive members do not typk:aHy have on their 
persons, they will need to acquire them and 
bring them.to the ta11et area." 

(U) Real World Hive Examples 
(U) Flash mobs have the appearance of s~
taneity. However, for the most part, mobs with 
complex purposes require some degree of pre
planning and resource placement. In contrast, 
a simple flash mob can work with little or no 
pre-planning. For example, a flash mob that ex
ists to take pictures of a location, or one which 
gets participants to say something or take some 
trivial physical action - like freezing In place 
- do not require much pre-planning. All they 
need is a sufficient number of members of a 
community to act out the task at that location 
andtime.12 

(U) More complex flash mob actions, such 
as the San Francisco Pillow Fight,U or the 
Antwerp Central Station DanceM require 
participants to bring resources to the 'area of 
operations; or reCtulre rehearsals in advance. 
To the extent that community members have 
greater resources at hand and/or have higher 
bandwidth communications, the need for 
preplanning decreases. In a world of high 
bandwidth ubiquitous networkl111, geolocation, 
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MR interfaces, and ubiquitous/mobile sensors, 
the latency of flash mob·type actions decreases 
dramatically. COmplex chO~If'aphy and local 
sensor-based data acquisition can be directed in 
real time. 15 

(U) Althouah flash mobs can be entertainment, 
the first flash mob-style attack on real world 
assets took place in the wake of the June 09 
Iran presidential elections. As street protests 
became less and less practical, Iranian citizens 
took to means such as synchronized use of 
electrical appliances in order to overload the 
power srld.• Please see related'sidebar.. 

IU) Hive operations do not need. to be confined 
to sinale instance actions, and can be orpnlzed 
to undertake complex campaicns aver extended 
periods of time, sometimes without the fully 
witting knowledge of participants. The best 
examples of these kinds of actions have occurred 
In crime and in alternate reality pmes. 

(U) Iranian Grid Attack 

(U) A small scale, but nevertheless instructive 
. example of a crime that Involved the unwitting 

partldpation of a Hive was an armored car 
robbery that took place on October 1, 2008 
in Monroe, washiflston. The perpetrator 
used Craig's Ust to recruit would-be road 

· . maintenance workers to come to a location near . 
the scene of the planned crime, all dressed in 
hardhats, reflective vests, and dust masks. He 

. robbed the armored car, dressed in the same 
outfit as his unwlttlnl accomplices, and escaped 
in the confusion.• 

(U) A larger scale example of a Hive undertaking 
a complex action was the alternate reality 
pme "Why So Serious?" that was run over 15 
months, concluding in July 2008. ·This pme 

· was a promotional tool for the movie, The Dark 
Knl&ht Of note, ten million players partiCipated 
in the pme and took actions that included 
conYefllng, in joker disauise, on real locations 
across the world to commit mock crimes.111 It Is 
worth noting that the people who create and 
operate alternate reality pmes, by industry 

. convention, are called "Puppet Masters."n 

Protesters Coordinate Electrical Grid Attack in Iran 
a: 
<( 
m (U) "Tuesday (July 21. 2009) thousands of disaruntled Tehranls tried to brins down the 
w 
o electrical &rid at 9 p.m. by simultaneously tumina on household appliances like irons, water 
iii heaters and toasters. Streets lights In the eastern suburb of Tehran Pars reportedly went off 

shortly after this, but electricity was not Interrupted In central Tehran."'1 

(U) This attack was coordinated while the Iranian aovernment was shuttina down mobile 
networks and even severtna the internet connectivity for the country. And yet, as it Is 
deslped to do. the network routed around this •damaae" enou&h to allow protesters to 
create a threat to the electrical grld.11 lmaalne what could be achieved with unfettered 
access to community coordination tools both online and via mobile devices - for both 
those seekins to create productive or destructive effects . 
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(U) How Deeply the IC Can Embed Itself 

(U) How deeply can the IC embed itself in MR communities while maintaining credibility 
and protecting national interests? 

(U) Self-organizing networks operate on fluctuating, tacit rule sets - by cultural norms 
that evolve cohesively and In response to their environment. Mixed reality communities 
(like crowds and Hives previously discussed) are good examples of such networks, in which 
people may participate in a massive alternate reality game one moment, contribute to 
crowdsourced research efforts the next, and lead small-group restaurant coordination the 
next. By participating in all of these groups, each individual expresses a variety d roles, 
the rights, regulations, and restrictions of which are implicit, loosely joined, and subject to 
change. 

(U) This Is the nature of being human. It's no different from being expected to know how to 
act at your grandma's birthday party, at the bar with some friends, or in a meeting with your 
CEO. What this means for the IC is that it must find a way to allow Its members to participate 
fluidly and flexibly with those groups that affect their·interests, over the long term, and in 
a natural, comfortable way. 

(U) The best possible way to do this Is to retain staff who are either already participating in 
such groups or regularly participate in similar groups. Attempting to integrate an individual 
Into a new culture group is unlikely to occur in an hour's time - teaming the unspoken 
rules, vocabulary, and behaviors takes an extensive period of time. Those tacit norms are 
the group's self-defense mechanism against unwelcome Intruders. 

(U) The other critical element is for the IC to make sure its members are up-to-date and 
participating in new mediums and new technologically-abetted social structures - as they 
occur. By being at the forefront of these emerging technologies {and by making this status an 
IC norm), JC members are empowered to take action in th~ IC's interest in a timely manner. 

(U) Of course; this requires flexible thinking, independent analysis, and a healthy amount 
of trust in one's employees. But without such training, the IC will remain permanently 
understaffed, undereducated, and out-classed in Its efforts to protect national interests. 
Only through engaging can one Interact with MR communities: Acquire new information, 
understanding and perspective; and, share information and shape other's understanding 
and perspective. 
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(U) Crowdsourcing Residency 

(U) '"Tribewanted is a unique community tourism project that is simultaneously based on 
Vorovoro ISland, Fiji and online."72The project allows anyone to slsn up to 10 to the Island 
and help build up Its Infrastructure. In exchange, they pt the opportunity to partidpate·in a 
unique community and exchange ideas. This sort of culture exchance was previously limited 
to the weD-heeled, who could travel international~ or to the virtual world ·but now playinc 
citizen to a foreicn nation is as easy as a mousedick. 75 

(U} In Trtbewanted, members select a Otief f!Very month. Tl:tey then vote on the Items 
to resolve that month. Based on an online community they build a method to covem 
themselves;· and use the online/virtual world to affect real world Impact. Over the last two 

years they have brouaht electricity, ptumbinc, sewer, a water reservoir, community and 
private houslni,' and Wlfl networks to Vorovoro Island. They have lf!Veraged skills in their 
online community to build this infrastructure from cround up. They have proved that micro
niche communities in the virtual are actionable special interest croups in the real . .,. 

(U) PhotoFiyThrough 
(U) All the photos on the internet create a fly-throu&h of the world. 

(U) Crowdsourcing and Hive concepts will come tocether with the agreption of aeo
taaed lrnaces, still photos, and video to create 30 vlrtualizatlons of any geographic space 
on earth. Microsoft's .,Photosynth" is just the beginning of this.15 

(U) Brin&lns this c.pablllty to the mainstream consumer will present valuable rehearsal 
potential for Improved scenario-based emercency responder training, civil-military 
operations pr~ratlon, and ••. realistic, geo-aware rehearsals for terrorists. 

~ (U) 4Chan vs." Scientology 
lu 
0 
u:; 

(U) 4chan.org, a popular site for trivia from around the web, spawned an organization, 
Anonymous, to attack the Church of ScientoJosy. Anonymous decided to protest the church's 
penchant for sulns anyone who published neptive commentary about the church. Once 
Anonymous launched its campal&n. Scientoloey.com suffered distributed denial of service 
(DDoS} and Gl&aloader attacks. Many ScientOlogy call centers were called with the music 
of Rick Astley (called •RickroHinl•). Many Anonymous members also "mistakenly" ordered 
pizzas and taxis for SclentoJocy staff: In other cases black pieces of paper were fallll!d to 
ScientolOgy offices, a known exploit that forces a fax machine to print lndeflnitely.11 

(U) The Church of Sclentolo&Y attempted to sue the source of the DDoS attacks, only to learn 
that they had mistaken the source of the attack. In retaliation for their lepl attemPts, more 
than 9,000 people dressed In Guy Fawkes masks protested in front of Sclentoloey centers 
around the United States. Along the way, over 9,000 SclentoJosy documents and videos 
were leaked to the Internet, includin& an Incriminating video of Scientolocist misbehavior. As 
a result of these protests, thousands of news articles, reports, and public statements were 
Issued, almost universally stroncly anti-Scientolo&Y." 
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(U) How Will MR Affect Societies 

WORLDWIDE? 
Key Points 

(U) Society is changing. Society Is chanalna technoloev. Technoloav is changina. 
"fechnoloev is changins society. Adapt, repeat. 

(U) The inaeased sJtarlng of individual personal time/space and human-to-human 
connection Information - a major driver of mobile-accessible mixed reality (MR) 
- has brouiht about new privacy vulnerabilities. 

(U) The capability to influence the perception of another via MR wHI affect current· 
day, cultural conventions of behavior, beliefs, personal relationships, and the 

·concept of identity. 

(U) As MR's impact on societies worldwide will vary from case to case, poUcymakers 
and analysts must be vigilant against mfrror-imacina their perspective on MR onto 
other societies. 
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(U) Digital Natives 
Become the IC, 
Customers and Partners · 

(U) A key assumption about the 
operatins environment of the IC In 
2025 Is. that the digital natives who 
constitute the IC. its customers, and 
partners •will have a sipificantly 
different set of expec;tations of the 
IC."71 

(U) The evolution of tools that make content 
creation and sharing accessible to all users 
is enabling the internet to assume a more 
prominent role in society. With these chanses 
in technolosv comes a concomitant evolution of 
participating societies. The internet, enhanced 
by technologies tJ:aat make real-time feedback 
and participation possible, has now become 
an enslne for social, economic, and political 
chanse. 

(U) Mobile devices (e.a., !Phones, Blackberry, 
handheld GPS units, Nlntendo DSi) that operate 
on Wifl, WiMax, and cell phone infrastructures 
enable users to take the internet with them In 
their pocket and allow persistent connectivity. 
Previously Isolated re,ions are pining 
connectivity as the supporting infrastructure 
expands. AppHcations runnins on these devices 
are rapidly providin& new ways for humans to 
interact with information, the environment, and 

· each other at any time they wish. One of these 
is the micronlche - a grouping of Individuals 
sharinc a common, usually very focused interest. 
These social structures are beins enabled by the 
ability to find people holding similar Interests 
and to communicate with them in real-tfrne. 
These types of trends will result in significant 

. c:l\allenges and changes to social norms. 11 

(U) Users of these technolo&ies can be classified 
as either digital natives or digital immigrants.10 

While not an exact match to a person's age, 
this dassiflcation has more to do with age 
(di&ital natives were bom with access to these 
technologies) than is appropriate for describing 

· the broad stratification of use across the mixed 
reality technologies. 

(U) In contrast, stratifyins society into six layers 
- outsiders, touchers, explorers. mashers, 
creators, hackers - based on the depth with 
which individuals interact with cyberspace 

. provides a useful approach to analyze various 
potential ways that mbied reality will affect 
society. Additionally, because there are often 
a variety of reasons and motivations for the 
depth of en1aaement, there are additional 
implications for the adoption of mixed reality by 
a user based on that depth.11 
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(U) Understanding Society's 
Stratification 

(U) Outsiders 
(U) Outsiders comprise those who do not touch 
the internet. By choice or due to lack of access, . 
these individuals do not directly or actively 
participate in this part of the modern world. 
Dependin& on the reasons and motivations 
behind inclusion in this sroup, phone use also 
may be absent.m 

(U) Even In the future of a more ubiquitous 
mobilization of the internet, outsiders by · 
choice likely will remain as outsiders, shunning 
new technolosies as they have in the past .. 
Outsiders eventually will be presented with 
the opportunity to move to another layer of 
interaction with cyberspace. Such a move will 
be the most challenslng for these individuals 
as the move will encompass new technologies, 
new policies and laws, new communication · 
channels, and new societal norms.• 

(U) Touchers 

(U) Touchers have casual contact with the 
internet and interface technologies. They use· 
email, can do simple browsing, and simple. 
searches. Individuals at this depth are either 
reluctant to use the technoloBY, unable to 
interface well with the technology, unwilling 
to learn, or too busy. This group uses a smart 
phone as just a telephone. The more advanced 
touchers are able to accomplish more technical . 
tasks when provided with specific guidance ... 

(U) Many touchers are only touchers because 
they are unable to engage with the internet in 
ways that are intuitive or suitable for their needs. 
As mbred reality changes the complexion of the 

. user experience, these touchers will be able to 
increase their depth of contact. Other touchers, 
especially those who are time--challenged, 
will find a variety of timesaving applications 
and devic!!S, maldna it easier to become 
more enpgecl. Those who limit themselves 
to be touchers because they favor the human 
interaction afforded by physical reality may 
always remain touchers. Improvements in the 
sense of presence afforded by mixed reality may 
motivate their transition to Increasing use of 
the technologies and movement Into the next 
layer.• 

(U) Explorers 
(U) Explorers, also described as "power 
users,.... do advanced online searches and 
rely on information they can locate to 
answer their questions. They make use of 
both web-based applications and smart 
phone applications. If they have need for an 
application to perform a task they will hunt 
for it. These individuals participate fully in the 
information sharing future of the internet, freely 
contributing data, observations, and opinions 
via a multitude of applications. Truly connected, 
explorers are eaaer to apply the new channels 
of communication ~all aspects of their lives.17 

(U) Explorers will be excited by the new data 
streams that· will become available throueh 
ubiquitous, persistent connectedness. These 
users will find themselves always apprised 
of things they are interested in - be it topics 
on which information is being published or 
people theY are observing- and wat contribute 
new Information via their applications. The 
new interfaces provided by mil"!d reality will 
further encourage their exploration and have 
the potential to expand greatly the number 
and depth of the things they track. Deeper 
exploration of a wider variety of novel subjects 
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could allow users to make unintended discovery and Innovation, a phenomenon popularized as the 
"Medici EffectH by Frans Johansson. 11 Advances in content-creation technololles will provide these 
individuals with new ways to Interact with society. 11 

a: 
:i "Internet ofThings"IJO.ll' 
w 
0 

iii (U) This term refers to the ability to encumber all objects with tl:le ability to be an active node 
on the internet. Future opportunities and risks will arise as people develop ways in which 
these Items can be controlled, located, and monitOred. 

·The objects themselves could become monitors as well providing a potentially rich networked sensor 
array never before possible. · 

(U) Mashers 
(U) Due to advances in information sharing 
software, a new category of users emersed 
recently. This group combines Information in 
new, useful, and often unexpected ways. The 
result of their work is referred to as mash-ups.11 

These users are much more opportunistic than 
goal-driven and prefer to utilize data that others 
produce and maintain."' 

(U) Mashers wiU benefit greatly from the 
explosion of information afforded by the 
persistent connectedness - both the variety 
and volume - that mixed reality applications 
will provide. This group is the future's wild card. 
It is difficult to predict what will be produced 
next by this sroup, as their focus Is on providing 
novel views, usages, and Insights from other 
data streams."' 

(U) Creators 
(U) As creators and publishers of ~w content, 
this societal layer develops applications, web 
sites, and data stores. Their creations are the 
applications that explorers use to share content 
with their social network and mashers use to 
combine. Creators make information available 
to users and interfaces, often with a single 
purpose in mind. This group of users often looks 
for ways to make information easier to both find 
and use as well as to enhance the experience 

those who pay for the creator's products and 
expertise. This group encompasses many skill 
sets and often is divided by ~mpetencles. 95 

(U) Mixed reality will provide new challenges 
to the creators in developing content. The 
access to data to personalize applications 
will be used (and misused) In a wide variety 
of ways, from customizing gameplay style to 
anticipating the need for information based 
on travel or interaction patterns. Micro
advertising Is a commercial avenue that 

· highlights the creative use of various aspects 
of the types of information these technofosles 
will make available." Creators will encounter 
considerable challenges as they develop 
and deploy new information visualization 
Interfaces to feed users in all societal layers. 
Privacy issues will be forced to the forefront 
of these challenges as people strugle with 
determining what personal information should 
not be shared even though it provides a richer, 
MR ·experience."' 

~ of the user - and to further the bottom line of 
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iii (U) All users of these technologies are 
creators of content, often unknowin&lv. 
Applications and web · sites capture 
information about the activity of 
the user. Known as metadata, this 
information is collected, agregated, 
and analyzed for usage statistics 
by third-party commercial entities. 
Today, privacy and anonymity while 
web browsing from a workstation 

. are achievable, but not commonly 
available for smart phone applications. 

(U) Hackers 

(U) This category involves the deepest level 

of MR engagement Hackers are users who . 

redirect information for various reasons.911.This 
can include misappropriation of data not meant 
to be widely shared, or collection of seemingly 

innocuous data that can be repurposed. The 

classification "hacker" is divided widely by 

skill and there is sub-categorization based on 

intent." 

(U) The volume of information produced by 
the new mixed reality technologies will provide 
copious opportunities for hackers. Included in 

this information are unprecedented levels of 

personal data that often are recorded without 
the user's knowledge and stored in ways 
that circumvent US laws. This rich source of . 
information will provide many opportunities for 

misappropriation and repurposing.100 

(U) One of the benefits of mixing realities is the 

alteration of the user's perception. This raises 

perplexing ·questions that shade the definition 

of the world in which hackers reside. If each user 
has a perception of reality that is personalized via 
mixing realities, the alteration of that perception 
constitutes a "hack." As with other hacks, the 

ability to change someone's perception of 
reality could be used to hide danger, obscure 

the identity of an individual committing a crime, 
cause a particular behavior, or even provide an 

experience not unlike a hallucinogen. Denial of 

access to information and .services, a common 

method employed by hackers to cause impact, 
could become a much more serious crime as the 

immediate consequences wi!l be more directly 

tied to the victim's hacked reality.101 

(U) Coevolution 
(U) The concept of coevolution is the influence 
of two systems on each other as each evolves. 
In our world, one system is technology, the 
other is sodety. As innovations and inventions 
are introduced into the technological system, 

the various strata of the social system will try 
to influence their use and adoption. Once the 
ne~ technology becomes available, the societal 
need that drove the innovation is satisfied. 
Society, or one aspect of it, evolves and 

eventually generates new needs, which further 

drive evolution in technology. Innovations and 
inventions that are not adopted soon after 
introduction fail because they do not satisfy a 

societal need; put another way, the need they 
satisfY has not yet been articulated by any facet 

of society. Of note, the particulars of these 
society dynamics vary worldwide and from case 
to case.102 

(U) Historically, the evolution of technology has 
been driven by the evolving needs of various 

user communities. The· pornography industry 

has driven the development of ffle sharing, 
web cameras (webcams), and security.l03 

The gaming industry, and more recently Wall 
Street, have driven advancements in graphics 

resolution to provide richer environments and 
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illustrations. They also have demanded ever 
increasing processing speed to display these 
graphics more efficiently.* Society's Increased 

demand for mixed reality applications will drive 
the development of a wide variety of human
computer Interfaces that enable humans to 
interpret computer output throu&h all of the 
senses and provide input to the computer 
throuah a variety of movements and contacts.I.CIS 

The desire to connect more intimately with other 
Individuals and grow a social network will be the 
major driver of mixed reality technologies.•"' 

(U) Impacts 
(U) Mixed reality can Impact each of these 
strata of society In a different way, and can 

affect one group in multiple ways depending 
on the underlying intention of individuals In a 
particular group. Through the new technologies, 
especially those of interfaces, major changes 
will occur in the way individuals interact with 
each other and Interact with Information. The 
ubiquitous nature of mobile devices will impact 
everyone - even outsiders and touchers.- in 
every aspect of their lives. 

(U) Relationships 
(U) One currently emerging impact on society Is 

the redefinition of personal relatton~hlps. The 
ability to follow friends at Increasing levels of 
detail about their daily life can eliminate the need 
to meet and "catch up."1111 The improvements In 
interfaces that make encounters more reaii$Uc 
- with sound, sights, smells, and touch -
make physical proximity less important.1111 

Voyeurism will become an acceptable and even 
encouraged practice, at lea.st to friends and 
relatives. Determining who else is watching 
might not be so easy. With the Information and 
access available, it Is hard to determine when 
cyber-voyeurism would become stalking. 

(U) The group, or network, to which a person 
belongs provides them support, encouragement, 
and can be a source of information and advice. 
The persistent connectedness afforded by 
ubiquitous small scale disital devices changes 

the way in which people enpge these groups. 
The ability tci simultaneously reach hundreds, 
thousands, or even mi!lions of people and solicit 
their input is enabled by these technologies. 
Crowdsourdng - the practice of asking a 
que$Uon or posing a challenge to a large group 
of people for Innovative solution - is becoming 

a powerful model for research and !~formation 
finding. Other examples Include Wildpedia 

(http:/ /www.wikipedia.org) and Jove (http:// 
www.jove.com). Social media such as Facebook 
(http://www.facebook.com), Twitter. (http:// 
twltter.com), Yammer (http://www.yammer. 
com), and IRC {http:/ /www.mirc.com) are being 
used this way as well.1011 

(U) Access, Power and Jobs 
(U) There is a growing trend to move services 
to the internet. Many governmental agencies 
(e.g., Social Security Administration, http:// 
socialsecurity.gov) and companies (e.g., GEICO, 
http:J/www.geico.com) now announce on their 
telephone greeting their web site and encourage 
its use instead of the phone. As government and 
commerce move to the internet and downsize 
their brick-and-mortar footprints, online access 
will have to be provided for all users. The ability 
to access the lntemet will become viewed as a 
right - so,nething required to participate fully 
In society. Similarly, there will be a need for more 
electricity to power the various access devices 
and accessories. Skill sets for jobs will change 
too, and will undoubtedly require familiarity 
with technoloiies that will mix the realities of 
individuals. uo If comprehensive equitable access 
to the internet and various interface devices 
is not provided aaoss populations, then it will 
become increasingly difficult for have-nots to 
compete in the job market. 

(U) Economies and Education 
(U) Historically, economic status has been a 
defining element of societal stratiflcation.111 The 
various mixed reality enablng devices l~ly will 
be available only to those who can afford them, 
hardening this stratification. The opportunity 
will then exist for various devices to become 
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status symbols. If they are readily detachable from one's person, It Is likely that those devices also will 
become targets for real crimes such as theft. That the "have notS" prey on the "haves" has long been 
true in societies. This technology is not a solution for resolving economic disparity. The proliferation 
of a wide variety. of devices likely will continue the economic stratification within each of the six user 
catesories discussed above. 

(U) The field of education is one of the early .idopters of these tech~IOBies and has demonstrated 
the powerful application of persistent connectedness and immersive perception. Adoption of these 
technologies in education introduces a potential additional c_ontributor to the direct Impact of 
economic status on scholastic achievement.111 If economic disparity aoverns access, the impact of 
these technolosles to education could be disastrous. Yet, assuming access for all students, mixed reality 
could have a significant positive impact on education. There will be an increasing need to educate the 
classical mind - the qical, reasoning mind - and the creative mind. Education will not have to be 
so concerned with teaching "how; but will once apin be able to tum to the more philosophical and 
artistic pursuits similar to that of the Renalssance.1u · 
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(U) TECH301 Technology Boote amp 

(U) An immersion training that provides analysts with an immersive, hands-on experience with 
various enablers of mixed reality devices and applications. Designed to provide context to those 
incorporating mixed reality data in their· analysis, experienced users of these technologies 
are encouraged to attend to understand the privacy and security issues these devices and 
applicat1ons can raise. Coune can be repeated periodically as needed to stay abreast of 
upgrades, updates, and new.developments. Contact Instructor for more Information. 
• (U) Duration: 40 hours 
• (U) location: TBD 
• (U) Dates: ... needed ASAP I 

(U) Jobs that require the understanding of these technologies, such as Information analysis, will have a 
necessary requirement to have experience with their use. The integration of the technolosles Into the 
mainStream of life provides a. rich experience with the perspective required to fully analyze information 
ob~ained from them. Examination of such pervasive technologies will require this context and will not 
be adequate if done only in a laboratory.11' 

(U) Location 
(U) Locative information is perhaps the most 
difficult aspect of mixed reality to come to grips 
with. On the one hand, being able to track and 
locate many things would be useful - products, 
family members, friends, known criminals, car 
keys, and so forth. On the other hand, many 
will see the broadcast of their physical location 
as a clear violation of their personal privacy. It 
may be possible with future technology to be 
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selective in who could receive your locative 
information but the ability to hide, or di51uise 
one's location, may well become impossible. 115 

(U) As location-aware technology continues 
to be seamlessly Integrated into devices, it 
will become an a&sUmed part of the mixed 
reality. Location awareness will be perpetual 
and passive, requirina no action or permissir;m 
by the user. While geo-locatfon detection 
and position sharing currently requires user 
consent, the convenience and functionality of 
locatton wiH trump user privacy concerns. Users 
will eventually take for granted the sharing of 
their location. The sharing of one's locatton can 
pose physical risks to the individual, especially 
when combined with the stream of various 
activity records and other personal data. Today's 
cultural understandina of privacy is in the midst 
of redefinition. (Please see this product's 
persuasive aftfde entitled "Privacy in MR.") 
Studies show that even anonymill!d location 
sharing reveals all, as analystS have been able 
to determine home/work addresses, business 
connections, poUttcal affiliations, even medical 
conditions by clustering anonymous GPS tracks 
-linking identity to location.11' 

(U) Privacy and Vulnerability 
(U)lhevarioususersinthestratadiscussedabove 
have widely varying views of privacy depending 
on their Immersion level and experience~ People 
who know, or have experienced, cyber stalking 
and other crimes of mixed reality, are much 
more likely to be as concerned with the sharing 
of persbnal information as those whose jobs 
make them aware of the personal Information 
available through these technoiCJSies. Hser· 
driven modifications to the type of Information 
that can be gathered and the uses to which It 
can be put are likely in the near future. These 
changing viewpoints, regulations, and laws 
will significantly Impact the utility of these 
technologies to the intelligence community. m 

(U) Memory and Perception 
(U) Memories retained by humans are a · 

. result of an experience some time in the past. 
Development of memories Is governed by 
the senses and the stre~ of a memory can 
be. tightly correlated with the strength of the 
sensual Input during the experience. Despite 
this, a memory is a perception of an experience. 
It is entirely possible to induce a memory based 
on a recounting of an experience without 

· ever having the ~ctual experience. Many early 
childhood memories are constructed by parents 
and relatives in this fashion, where the memory 
is not a result of actual experience but is a part 
of cultural conditioning.111 

(U) In mixed reality, where perception can be 
altered. the ability to influence memory will be 
enhanced. Mixed reality will be able to supply 
not only the description of an experience, but 
stimulate the sensory inputs of the body as 
well. In this way, mixed reality technologies will 
affect the ability of the human mind to discern 
the real from the unreal. The abHity to Influence 
perception has significant consequences to 

. society and law enforcement.111 

(U) Identity in other than the physical world 
poses additional Issues. In many of the emerging 
mixed realities, as in virtual world realities, the 
virtual component of the self is represented 
by an abstraction - an. avatar. It is difficult to 
determine the real world identity behind an 

· avatar. Extendlngtheavatarconcepttothe ability 
to influence perception provides new avenues 
for obfuscation of identity that will be leveraged 
by various criminal and other nefarious actors. 
This will make the identification of perpetrators 
increasingly difficult. The means by which 
Identity Is deter~ined in a mixed reality is vastly 

. different from the means currently used in the 
physical wortd.120 
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(U) Microniches 

(U) Large scale social networks. social media 
sharin& and geosraphically-aware mobite 
computina, empower individuals to form both 
weak and stronr sroup affiliations around spedal 
interests. These technolosies are enabling the 
formation of thCese groups to form virtually 
as wen as geographlcalty to share Interests, 
media, information and preferences. These· 
affiliations encourage social bondins but also 
are dividing societies in an increasingly granular 
and often divisiVe manner. The wide array of 
social, mobile, and geo-referenced devices and 
applications these groups use to communicate 
make it easy to form quickly and organize for 
fun, education, political activlsm, as well as ror 
criminal and terrorist-related activities. 

(U) Frlenck and Places. Facebook has become 
the premiere social networking site with over 
250 million profiles worldwide.~ Facebook 
opened its .API (Application Prosramming 
Interface) to allow development of plug-in 
applications as well as simple methods to form 
online. groups with minimal privacy settings. 
Many other social applications make use of 
the API, aaining access to the sodal network 
of a Facebook user. Users allow this type of 
invasion Into their social network because it 
is convenient: they do not want to have to re
enter all of their contacts each time they adopt 
a new application. Some applications that use 
Facebook "frlencr networks Include www. 
loopt.com, www.foursquare.com, www.twitter. 
com, and www.heythere.com. Micronlches can 
also form around seo-referenced data instead 
of a contact list. Geocaching (www.aeocaching. 
com} Is a special interest group that enables its 

members to hide and discoVer hidden caches at 
gee-referenced positions in urban areas as well 
as remote locations worldwide. 

(U} 5harinc and Rec»mmendlnc. Individuals 
seek contact with others who share their taste 
in art, music, literature, and movies, alont 
with common values that go to the core of an 
Individual's Identity (for example, religion}. 
Various capabilities exist that enable this type of 
niche formation. lmase sharin& on the Internet 
allows an individual to publish pictures to the 
world that formerly would have been only 
accessible to a select few. Music sharing, brought 
to general public awareness by Napster, is 
another source of social niche formation. iTunes 
aUows the purchase of music flies and supports 
user recommendations. Amazon (www.amazon. 
com) allows users to post lists of their favorite 
books and reviews and to rqlster interest in 
the lists of others. YouTube (www.youtube.com} 
allows the sharing of user-created video clips 
and Frlendster (www.friendster.com) allows 
niche formation around movie preferences. AH 
of the media sharing sites provide a way for a 
user to comment on the. works or contributions 
of another. This ability to communicate helps 
form the social bonding necessary to form a 
niche. Additional niches form around various 
aames and entertainment enabled by these 
technoJosles. 

(U) Sacllll Networklna and Graphs. Analogous 
to the bulletin boards of the earfy Internet, a 
wide variety of social networking applications 
are available. Certain of them, such as Linkedln 
(www.linkedin.com), serve a particular 
demosraphic which su11ests, but does not 
restrict, the types of niches found within. These 
sites allow for extensive media sharina, social 
networking, and group formation. Other sites 
a11resate niche interests in a variety of hobbies 
touching every taste and interest. These sites 
encourage the recruitment of friends and 
assodates to the same application. Many 
applications can diSplay a visual representation 
of one's social network graph, and some provide 
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rewards to the members with the largest 
network of friends. 

to then auto-invite your friends, Oil your behalf, · 
to join you In the applk:atlon accounts for some 
of the exponential growth seen in the user base. 
(U) When considering participation in the social 
networks enabled by these technologies, It is 
essential that users understand what about 
themselves they reveal in their data. Merely 
by usifll the application, they Implicitly agree . 
to share their data. Many of these applications 
don't even offer the flimsy protection of an End 
User Licensing Agreement (EULA). 

(U)Gettlngpersonallyinvolvedlnceo-referenced 
social networks Is much easier with the recent 
convention of instantly lmporttna an existing 
contact (Le., •friend") list from another source. 
This list is a social graph and brin&s individuals 
within it into the network; Most applications 
ask the user to approve the use of a Jli)rticular 
contact list; however, some use an accessible list 
without asking. The ability of these applications 

0::: 
<( 

~ (U) What's in Your App? 

(U) There Is an onaolng cost of joinin11n the persistent connectivity native to mixed reality: 
Your actions, communications, location, and movement ~r time will be recorded. Mobile, 
online device Information - aU time/date, and increasingly, location stamped - will be 
analyzed. And you may never know. 

(U) In order to understand the impact of this Information ptherin&let's take a close look at 
a popular !Phone pme, Parallel Klnplom. This pme uses geolocatlon to move your ln-pme 
character to a point on the pme map that corresponds to your physical location (via the 
!Phone's poloc:ation functions). The pme board Is Gooife Maps. The information that the 
Parallel Kifll(lom company has access to for each user Includes: 
(U) 01aracter name, character gender; 
(U) Date/time character created; 
(U) Email address, PIC account paSsword, phone number; 
(U) Contact list (made available to the application if you select Invite Friend); 
(U) Last login date/time, last IOBOut date/time; 
(U) nme in game; 
(U) Character inventory; 
(U) Location In pme (recorded each time the character mCM!S); 
(U) Actual physlcallociltion (coordinates recorded each time you select Relocate); 
(U) Movement (date/time, method, permissions); 

(U) Chal Joss; 
(U) Actions taken within pme with date/time/location stamps; 
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(U) The only Information the same needs to collect to support play is the character name, 
eender (for rendering the character), invento~, and current location in game (without 
the date/time stamp). The other information is collected for some unknown reason but 
on the surface seems to be rather innocuous. The game has a site on the internet (www. 
parallelkingdom.com) where some of the data is presented. Various graphs of movements 
are shown illustrating both continental and transcontinental movements of characters. While 
it is not displayed on the gra~h, data exist to establish whether travel was undertaken in the 
physical world.or just in the game. 

(U) Movement within the game is allowed by a random movement function, movement to an 
owned in-pme property, permitted movement to another player's property, or by pressing · 

the Relocate button. When taken in combination with other data pthered, such as chat logs, 
social networks can be constructed. Analysis over time of these data could reveal personal 
information such as travel patterns. This sort of information could be valuable to piecing 
together real identities. 

(U} When considering participation in the social networks enabled by these technologies, it Is essential 
that users understand what about themselves they reveal in their data. Merely by using the application, 
they implicitly agree to share their data. Many of these applications don't even offer the flimsy 
protection of an End User Ucensing Agreement (EULA). 

Iii 
<( 

~ (U) International Clashes of Culturer 
0 

(U) Given the rapid global growth and interconnectlvity of mixed reality capabilities, culture
based clashes will arise. Lone-standing assumptions regarding control and legitimacy (state 
authority, tribal allegiance, ethnic heritages, cultural norms, and/or religious doctrine) will 
be challenged as the nature and availability of mixed reality perceptions of alternatives are 
shaped by crowds. Some cultures may be structured to flex and adapt to the risky, ensuing 
chaos. There will be those who cannot. The inability to adapt will cause tension and discontent 
within the culture. 

(U) For cultures that allow mixed reality capabilities to empower individuals and interest 
groups, the adaptability within those cultures could help them to collectively deal with and 
overcome grave societal problems such as ethnic strife, resource competition; and natural 
disasters. Leveraging the social networking real-time communication inherent with these 
capabilities could enable these cultures to collectively work through these types of threatening 
problems. 
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(U) People Herding 

(U) Authoritarian covernments wUI easerlv seek to leverase the rich location data that is 
permeatfns the sJobe. Consider the potential for these pemments to use mixed reality 
capabilities to "'herd" selected individuals. croups or senerat populations to desired locations 
- either to shape their collective awareness or to achieve a speclflc desired effect under a 
plse, such as lurinl out dissidents and trappina them. Other national states also may seek 
to manipulate their respective populaces with these technololles In a variety of situations. 
Mixed reality capabilltfes will also empower resistance aroups to varytna dqrees within 
authoritarian states - potentially tumlna the tables on those aovemments and herdina 
population ,roups to believe and act upon an alternate definition of reality. 

(U) Could we be seetns the Initial manifestations of people herdina in the mandate of the 
People's Republic of China to filter web search results provided to their population? 

:!! (U) Social Nets and Conflicting Allegiances 
0 

(U) The richness of mixed reality-enabled experiences wUI join people to their social 
networks at a more immersive level. In many cases, these experiences will enable people 
to meet physloloaical needs of a~ptance and understandina, alons with believina they are 
contributing to the collective pursuit of the particular social net's self-identified worthwhile 
ldeals.122 

(U) Parallels In understandlna this dynamic mav be draw~ to the formation and sustainment 
of street pnas. Gana member identtty Is the core, deflnina element In a street sana member's 
r.fe. Allegiance Is to the PI - other alleatances (like those sprinalna from state citizenship) 
are lnslanJflcant.w 

(U) Similarly, mixed reality-connectedness may enable the srowth of social nets that enpnder 
a similar level of group mutual commitment and alleeiance spanning across physical and 
virtual spaces. Just as street pnp mark physical borders of their influence and take hostile 
action aplnst threats, future social nets could mark Idea or value •borders" and marshal 
cross-medium action aplnst threats. What happens when the state aovemment Intrudes on 
the Idea/value borders of these future social nets7uo 

(U) Further. given that geoloc:atlon is part of the foundation of mixed reality, and given the 
street pns·metaphor, It seems likely that future social nets wiU not only seek to establish 
idea/value borders but also to associate those borders with physical borders. Mixed reality 
could help boost the arowlna Influence of non-state actors (relative to state actors) that seek 
to hold ttahtly to both deflnln&ldeas/values and physical space (I.e., Lebanese Hizbollah). To 
what extent will these social nets lay daim to and defend sole ownership of virtual spaces?115 
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(U) MR, COGNITION 
AND INFORMATION 

operations 
lUI Key Judgments 

(U) The permeation of MiJied Reality throughout societies worldwide will 
present pme-changlns opportunities for the Information Operations (10) 
community. Gettin& ahead and staying ahead of this evolution is not an option 
- it is a necessity for US and alrled national security. 

(U) Mixed Reality wiU increase the influence that a soci<il network has on the 
coanltive mindset of its members, which presents a targeting opportunity. 

(U)PinpointingldentitvwiU continue to beac:'haUenge. Moreover, crowd sourcing 
offer.s another ~aver of plausible deniabJiity. 

(U) lAs Mixed ReaJJty. further mera~·theivlrtual and real WOt:lds, there will·be .a.:_· 
g~ater spllover·o~·cyberspace-based events into the real world,.as.il!~st~tec(. 
'in.the:~O~ssla-Geoi:gia conflict. · · · 
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[UJ Introduction 

(U) The evolution and adoption of Mixed 
Reality that Is transpiring throushout societies 
worldwide will have a seismic Impact on 10 that 
the US and its allies can !snore only at their peril. 

(U} The information we consume shapes our 
perception of the world. Our information 
environment has expanded from traditional 
news and · media outlets · to encompass 
decentralized social networks (both real 
and virtual), blogs, email, text meSsaging, 
entertainment and aggrepted news sources 
online and in print. Information has changed 
from static to experiential; It is becoming 
personalized, unique to the individual and 
accessible anywhere at anytime. 

(U} Mixed Reality is creating a rapidly expanding, 
tal'let·rich environment for a new order of 
Information Operations aplnst unaware taf'lets. 
The information environment consists of three 
dimensions: physical connectivity, informational 
content, and human cognition 1. Mixed Reality 
capabilities are active in and spreading tf.trough 
all dimensions of the information environment. 
At any moment, location-aware · mobile 
applications exchanae real-time, precision· 
tailored, crbwdsourced Information responding 
to a given user's decision (I.e., cognitive) needs. 

(U} This spreadlna phenomenon presents both 
powerful influence opportunities for the 10 
community and debilitating · vulne~llties 
for their unaware taf'lets. As a community, 
we must understand the opportUnities and 
vulnerabilities of how mixed reality is affecting 
the Information environment. If we do not 
address the implications, we risk faDing behind 
and becoming targets . 

(UJ The Evolving lnfonnatlon 
Environment 

(U) Mobile devices are becoming an lncreasinalv 
popular method for accessing information and 
social networks on the internet resulting in a 
more dynamic, intense, and personal interaction 
between the user and the Information. Mixed 
Reality strengthens social networks by enabling 
contlnuf?US, seamless information exchanae 
across physical and virtual spaces. Over time, 
the influence on the cognitive mindset of 
members of stronaer, trusted social networks Is 
going to increase. 

• (U) Flaure 1 shows a cross section of the 
modem information environment, this 
includes: 

• (U)Intemet/lntranet - Information and 
·news from aU sources, video, audio, both 
accessible on public and private networks. 

• (U) Social-Networks -The technoloiv that 
exists on the internet to fadhtate social 
networkine, as well as the information and 
ideas that flow freely between people. 

• (U) Media - Includes the large corporate
owned conventional broadcast media 
forums to sodal media forums empowering 
the enthusiastic Individual 

• (U) Social Environment- The "reality• of the 
social network. 
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(UJ Figure 1: The Modem lnformatJon Environment 

(U) Mixed Reality technologies enable Information from these sources to be closer in cognitive proximity 

to the user than traditional media delivery platforms. Smartphones, mobile computers, netbooks, 
surface computers, and remotely stored personal profiles ensure that the information presented. is 
tailored to the user's preferences. In time, the sheer volume of both user-generated and auto-generated 
information available through these channels will likely create a significant, valuable •critical mass," 

enabling crowdsourced information to take on an even higher level of credibility than ever before. 

lUI Understanding the Audience 

(U) To successfully conduct 10, we must know our audience and how it consumes information. Collecting 

market survey data on an audience facilitates understanding the types of devices that It is using and the 
services to which it subscribes. Technologies and services that are popular in one country or region may 

not be popular In another. Even as Internet access spreads to the developing world, there are distinct 
differences in behavior and the mQde and quality of connectivity. 

(U) The evolving information environment facilitates discussion, debate, and exchange of ideas between 

individuals on a global scale. More people have access to global information at any time and in any 
location, which enables them to become a part of an emerging group culture and remain updated, in 

real time, on events unfolding either down the street or across the globe. This environment is facilitating 

the establishment of self-organized, decentralized groups that share similar interests, regardless of the 
members' physical location. It is conceivable that these groups could challenge and compete with the 

influence of nation states (2). 
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(UJ 10 Opportunities and Challenges 

lUI Shaping Operations 

(U) The uptake of these technologies pre5lmts new 
opportunities to shape the Information environment 
in order to achieve Stratqlc diplomatic and military 
asendas of the us and Its Allies. Mixed Reality is 
enablint us to reach audiences differently, by targeting 
and interactin& with their networks and the information 
they consume. To accomplish this, we must understand 
the audience and understand their network. 

(U) In order to understand the audience, we must not 
only-understand what Information they consume, but 
we also must understand how they use and internalize 
that information ~ form their perception of reality. 
Knowing where the audience obtains -information as 
well as how they Interact with others in their network 
provides insight into what information sources and 
individuals they value and trust. We can also use the 
information they disseminate to provide lnsi&ht Into 
the audience's thouaht processes and biases. After we 
have pined insiaht into who the audience is, we must 
understand how the network works. 

(U) Understandin& the network involves 
ooderstanding how information flows. 
Information introduced Into a social 
network can proliferate as long as each 
user has social capital. Information 
from an unverified source on the 
traditional internet has far less weight 
than information that comes from a 
contact within one's own social network 
or •crowd." Milled Reality technology 
can draw people deeper In the sodal 
network, creating advantages to actors 
who wish to inftuence specific poups 
and/or individuals. 

(U) Researching the audience and the 
network is imperative to communicating 
messages that the network will trust 
and propagate. By pining credibility 
and understanding the internal workings 
of the audience, 10 operators can 
communicate messages that will have a 
deep and lasting Impact on the audience. 

(UJ Case Study: Chinese Information Control 
'.. . .. --.· . : ,, . 

. (U) Mixed Reality will;ahte ,..n ~es-and ~-~actors ariot~{~~~·~:·~~•bl .. 
Information. China, ror example; already, shapes lnfoFritatton that:IS i(nporte~ln~ !~ -~pOjted·. '. 

· out of Chi,.a..h.O~h.lntemet access c:ontrots and pminl cOntel)t·restnctto~s~ :-:~· . · '· ~,. . · · : · 
' . . . 

(U).eurre.,ttv. ~tte cn1~ ~ment ~ ~~1 . .0.1~ tO·.~,;Scir-the-.l~fttei: 
. Tflis ..,Great F.JrewaU of. Chlnar..bl~ objeCtic;riable ~ cn:Content'thal·is~deemed ~thre'*-to ; . 
the:aovem~nt.'siich as·~P,.Y,~10k!~e • ...X.~t'talk that.'~Derises ~~~~n~· . 
sovemmei'!~ . .BI~d-web ~.l~ude You~~; Bider, afld·~ikii*la.D.:' · ·. . · · .. . ·:. · · · 

(U) The ~Ina t~a(the.~l~-~n!M"~~PioYs·to restrict ~~~~erit).S.<!aiblst:io'~-· 
and in~nsi~t which· leads. tO ~·.pc,pibtiori ~lng ttlel~.lntemet· ~ .. If,~ ~;)$. 
biGcked 'due .to ~te~ ~ iJser is not told' the ·reason: Addlt~oiuai.!Y.:stte$ ~nd: eon~t ·a~ nOt' :. · 

. . . . . . . . ' . : . ........ , .. -~· : .:· ::: ·~ .:· .... / ... ~ 
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blocked consistently. Some days a resident can reach all BBC News arttcles and .other days they . 
cannot. According to a Chinese software engineer interViewed by a reporter from The Atlantic, 
it is the unpred~bility of the firewall that makes the censoring m~re effeC:Uve. It forces the 
Chinese population to always be on guard because they do not know what the system is looking 
for~~-w . 

(U) Not only has China been able to control information flow through the use of technolosv, but 
also they have been able tQ enlist companies providing ser.vices to them. Yahoo and Google have 
both been criticized for supporting the Chinese government's Internet censori~g. ln·2005, Yahoo 
was accused of supplying information to China that led to the jailing of ~journalist ·who was founCI·· 
guilty of sending foreJan-ba~ web sites the text of an internal Communlst.Party messag~,ui · 
Goocle, on the other hand; operates a separate web site, Google.cn, that it self-Censors to satisfy 

· Chinese ~trictions. m · 

(U) The Chinese government Is also able to influence video gaming comp.anies to .. a~er aamlni· · 
content In order to meet their standardS. World of Warcraft, a massively multiplayer .online role
playing game (MMORPG), developed by the American company Blizza~ Entertainment, has 11.5 
million players worldwide - S million of those players .reside in China. In November 2008, Bliuard 
released an expailsion that has not yet been released in China. Blizzard has failed twice to g!lin 
the Chinese sovemment's approval on the expansion even though Blizzard has made software 
revisions In an effort to remove the unapproved content. ua Neither Blizzard, nor. the Chinese 
sovernment, have released a description of.the objeCUonable CO!'Itent. 

(U) China is also involved in developing virtual world technoJoaY. Xu Hui developed·HiPilii, which 
has been described as the Chinese version of Secondlife. HiPiHi, however, models and reflects the· 
Chinese ~lture: red banners drape the orientation area entrance, and "newbies .. are encouraged 
to "build a·harmonious world."01 HiP.iHi, as part of its global stratesv, is exploring the possibility ·,· 

·of developing standards that would enable intetoperabtiity betweei'i it and other major 3D virtual 
worlds, such as Seconduie.p;z If they successfully market and. export HiPIHi, or if they are able to 
integrate It wlth SecondUfe, HiPiHi developers will !Jridoubtedly be able to export Chinese culture . 
and ideals. UJ . • 

(U) Even with all of the ~nsoring and restriction, m~ people in Chlfia feel.freer ~han any other . 
Chinese population in history. Perhaps ~hat is a. testament to how effective and clever a job 
the government is doing in ·expanding the discussion space for topics that do·not threaten its 
survivai.D4 
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(I) CIOWISOIICING DYNAMICS PIOYIDE lOTH OPPOITINITIU AND CHALlENGES TO 10. 

'"Help Israel Wl1" 

(U) Crowdsourcing can be an effective manner to propapte a message. In December 2008 
- January 2009, while Israeli Defense Forces were executing 10 during the Jsraei-Hamas 
conflict in Gaza, a group of Israeli students banded together to form an ad hoc activist group 
named '"Help Israel Win.• The students developed a software program named "Patriot" 
that they used to conduct distributed denial of service (DDoS) attadcs against pro-Hamas/ 
anti-Israel web sites. One of the sroup's organizers stated that, "we couldn't join the real 
combat, so we decided to flsht Hamas in the cyber arena: 1J5.1M.07 

{U) Crowdsourcing can, however, adversely affect how operations and deception operations 
are shaped. With every device and application becoming a sensor in the real world, aU 
real world Information is being stored In the virtual world. COnsequently, hundreds of 
thousands of people can revieW and analyze this information. This heightened situational 
awareness is likely to empower the crowd to detect, assess, and reject a clumsy effort to 
seed information, defeating the purpose of the information operations.uuJt 

(U) Sourcing witting or unwitting actors may appeal both to states and non-state actors 
who wish to remain detached from the executiOn of their stated goals in an effort to gain 
deniabllity while passively supporting and enjoying the strategic benefits of the sourced 
actions. lAO 

Estonia, May 2007 

(U) One illustration of such activity Is the· events 
in Estonia. Despite the protestS of Russia 
and ethnic Russians living in Estonia, Estonia 
removed the Bronze Soldier SOviet war memorial 
in Tallinn. Shortly thereafter, Estonia fell under a 
masslw DDoS attack. Prior to the attack, hackers 
had already infiltrated computers around the 
world and installed malicious software on them. 
Attackers leve. this giant botr)et to flood 
targlolet web sites belonglna to the Estonian 
government, news organizations, banks, and 

firms specializing in communications.141 In 
this attack, the computers forming the botnet 
became unwitting actors In the cyberattack.142 

(U) Estonia accused the Russian government 
of orchestrating the attacks; but. Tallinn was 
not able to substantiate that claim. Even 
though investigative teams found that several 
IP addresses contributing to the attack traced 
back to computers located within Russian 
state institutions, there was enough plausible 
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deniabillty that the investigators were not 
able to definitively attribute the attacks to the 
Ru,sslan government. Regardless, the hacktivists 
disrupted Estonian services and employed 
millions of unwitting participants' computers to 
conduct the attack.10 

(U) Incidentally, the only Individual fined in 
connection with the attacks was a 2D-year old 
Estonian man of Russian descent who confessed 
to attacking an Estonian political party web site. 
He claimed the attack was· an act of protest 
against a political figure who had become a 
hated figure for Estonia's Russian minority., ... Of 
note, this crowd-sourced cyberattack of Estonia 
servers demonstrated the elusive, difficult-to
attribute nature of such cyber activity. 

(U) Cy_berspace Remixed 

(U) The more Mixed Reality 
permeates our society and 
converges the real and virtual 
worlds, the more people will 
become networked tosether. 
The numbers of devices 
connected to cyberspace 
will grow; yet, cyberspace 
will become more about the 
people interfacing with it. 

(U) Currently, legal and 10 
communities are debating 
what defines a hostile act . in cyberspace. In 
order to classify a hostile act, we must know the 
actor's identity and intent. Today, attribution is 
a difficult problem as those intending malicious 
attacks upon US Interests are taking necessary 
steps to conceal their identlties.1.s Intent also 
is an lmP.Ortant part of classifying a hostile act, 
but the mixed cyberspace and physical effects 
of a cyber attack may not tie strongly to the 
source's intent. Thus, determining intent and 
affixing it to a specific actor are elusive. -With the 
proliferation of Mixed Reality technologies, our 
physical and virtual world identities will continue 
to merge, making discernment of attribution 

and intent even more challenaina. As we live 
more of our lives on the net, we will be expected 
to determine not only when a hostile act occurs, 
but also In what environment (physical or virtual) 
It occurs so that we can determine appropriate 
proportional responses. 146 

(U) ~ber warfare can become a powerful 
course of action in the future as more of our 
lives in the real world are dependent on what 
happens in the virtual world. We are beginning 
to observe attacks in cyberspace supporting 
activities in the real world to achieve chilling 
effects. One recent example of such an attack 
occurred during the Russian-Georgia dispute 
over South Ossetia.147 

(U) The Russia-Georgia conflict in July-August 
2008 demonstrated this mixed physical and 
cyberspace synergy. During the conflict, the 

world witnessed a cyberattack against Georgia's 
online aSsets in coordination with Russian 
troops crossing into Georgia's disputed territory, 
South Ossetia.141 The cyberspace-based attack 
against Georgian banking and communications 
infrastructure and key government web sites 
comprised web site defacement, web-based 
psychological operations, a propaganda 
campaign, and a DOoS attack. Georgia accused 
the Russian government of the cyberspace 
attacks, but Moscow denied any Involvement. 
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(U) The cyberspace ilttacks quickly spilled over 
into the real world. Cellular communications 
had been shut down. The attackers struck hard 

at Georela's bankinc system; the financial sites 
could not distinguish the lqltima~e traffic: from 
the fraudulent traffic. In an effort to mitipte 
the threat that the attacks would spill over into 
the global realm, major international banks shut 
down their online connection with Georgia. 

These service disruptions left Geol'lia Isolated 
and silent, which was one of the principal aims 
of the cyberspace attacks. w. uo 

(U) This coordinated virtual and physical attack 
caUJht the attention of many in the United 
States and left them ponderJns the Mure 
of cyber warfare. Traditional news outlets, 
the blogosphere, BI.W.m and US politicians, 

Including then Presidential candidates Barack 
Obama and John McCain, IM.w all ~iscussed this 
cyber warfare. 

(U) The cyberspace attacks on Georaia helped 
expand people's ~rceptlon that cyber warfare 
is more than just bots, rootlcits, and malware. 
The permeation of MiXed Reality throughout 

societies worldwide will present pme-changins 
opportunities for the 10 community. Getting 
ahead and stayi"' ahead of this evolution Is not 
an option - it is a necessity for US and allied 
national security. 
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(U) Editorial: 

Privacy· in Mixed Reality 

(U) Scena;io: So, Sergei ... 

(U) Privacy as we once knew it is dead. 

In the next few years, we will increasingly 

gather real-time data, including location, 

appearance, interests, relationships, 

speech, text, audio, and video on 

everyone, all the time. Our notions of 

privacy must adapt. The traditional 

concept of privacy is that government 

is regulated to ensure privacy. But 

this pales in comparison with the scope 

and extent of private data collection by 

corporate - and criminal - interests. 

The collection, sale, and use of private 

information by private parties have not 

been similarly regulated.l56 

{U) So Sergei, how were you able to sell reol-time location and acmnty information about 
hundreds of members of rhe Unired Stares Intelligence Community and their families 
compldely legally? 

(U) Do you know how many Smartphones there are in the US? 90 million. All of them support 
downloading and installing applications. So we hired anonymous, free/once developers via 
E-Lonce.com to code a little app that lets people know where their friends and family members 
are. It also scrapes real-time location and contacts data from each phone -- we know who 

our users ore, whO they know, where they've been. and where'they're going. Every day. All the 
time. The best thing? Under the EULA, it's totally legit-- and nobody reads those things. We 
thought we were going to catch o few celebrities, for instance sell Britney Spears' location to the 
paparazzi. But some guys I knew from the old days were a lot more interested in Blackberry users 
in Langley, Virginia. And the companies they visited. And their kids, and who they knew, what 
they were talking about and where they went when. 
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(U) Law r 
relationship 
citizenry. The 
privacy Is 
private lnd 
collected data. 

• s.ctlon 1 
reglmes
priva'Yu 

rdlng privacy governs the 
n the government and 

hflhest technolosical. risk to 
sovemment collection, but 

failures that permit captUre of 
Is article therefore proceeds In 

mines the different privacy 

bile and private - that pem 
rUSiaw. 

usses privacy under the private 
rivacy polcies, contracts, and 
nse Agreements. 

• Section 3 di usses privacy under a public 
law reaime, ncluding the public law. 
impact of 1 tion trackin& reasonable 
expectatl of privacy, ilnd the impact of 
bulk data ssing on the reputation of 

and its citizenry. 

in its current fonn, It may 
m~mgeR.~rep~ted 

es and understandif18$ of the 
ns of digital natives. 

[Hiro]'s eEm putting together a 
lot more mphasis on his auxiliary 
emergen y backup job: freelance 
stringer the CIC, the Central 
lntelligen e Corporation of Langley, 
Virginia. 

(U) In the ne r future, Intelligence pthering 
wiU necessaril move from being speciflcally 
t:argeted by ernments to beinc ubiquitously 
applied by d zens. A blanket processing of 

mounts of data collected by 
· bout Itself, for itself. to power 
ands, will be typical. Everyone 

wiN collect Information about everyone eR, all 
the time, voluntarily, in order to facilitate findlnc 
their friends, documenting their dally lives, and 
sharmg thefr interests. Cell phone cameras will 
increasingly capture nearly~ry event of human 
Importance. Networks will have more and more 
localized information. This •hyper-localized• 
Information will include information about 
where .an individual's friends are, about what 
they are Interested in, and about who knows 
who else in any given context. Corporations will 
gather unprecedented amounts of data from 
their customers In order to advertise, market, 
and determine new viable business models.ts7 

The business is a simple one. Hiro 
gets information. It may be gossip ... 
a fragment of a computer disk. It 
can even be a joke based on the 
latest highly publicized disaster. 

Neal Stephenson, Snow Crash 

(U) Mixed reality will usher in this worldwide 
lnformatloo overload· and the IC wiU not be 
immune. In order to keep up, resources must 
move from Information collection to Information 
analysis. One way this can be done Is to leverage 
the public analytic output in lieu of requiring 
that all analysis originate in the IC. A chaltence 
for the IC wiU continue to be understanding 
publicly provided Information, and Integrating 
It usefully with secretly pthered information.158 

(U) Most future mtelligence collection will be 
open source. The real world is unclassified and 
recorded. Theoietlcally, the alobal brain knows 
everything - that is recorded). This means 
that the relative wel&ht of secret processing 
·is reduced compared to the importilnce 
of understanding what the world knows. 
Mixed reality wiD only Increase this trend, as 
objects become seamlessly linked to internet 
environments. KnowlnC wUt we know will 
be more Important than .flndlna out what we 
don't lcnow.151 
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He uploads it to the CIC Database ... 
Millions of other CIC stringers 
are uploading millions of other 
fragments at the same time. 

Neal Stephenson, Snow Crash 

(U) The bulk of this lnforrn4Jtton will be obtained 

from private data collectors. Standards of 
probable cause or of appropriate targetina of 
US persons pnder FISA ar.e ,enerally understood 
to limit full-scale IC data minifll. But the 
government can purchase In the priVate market 
information It could not itself Collect - or. 
more importantly, it can encourage the cultural 
disseminatiOn of information by the populace 
itself in support of US interests. An example 
would be sovernment use of ChoicePoint, or 
doabd purehases of C:ommerciaUy available 

databases. 110 

(U) There are three currently accepted models 
of sovemment access to private information. 
First, access pursuant to legal process: a search 
warrant, administrative subpoena-, or national 
security letter. Second, access through outreach 
to companies, which may choose to voluntarily 
disclose data as permitted by the End User 

UcenseA&~ments they have entered Into with 
their users. 

(U) Third, access thi'OUih the purchase of data 
in a commercial database by the aovernment, 
acting as a private enttty.161 

(U) A fourth (proposed) model may strike a 
legislative balance between privaC:v and need. In 
the past, institutions that stand at the crossroads 
of critical Information technoloeies have been 
required by law to adopt spedfic standards 
for retention of records and access pursuant 
to lepl process. This Is a model European 
lawmakers have used with success. Europe 
has adopt~ a two-year retention requirement 
tor internet senrice providers. to assist in law 
enforcement. 112 However, this retention rule is 
set In the context of the european Data Privacy 
Direcilve, which radically limits what private 
companies can do with information they collect. 
This protects privacy, but limits the uses to 
which companies can put information. 

(U) Conversely, American industry has adopted 
disposal policies, rather than use limitations, to 
protect privacy. For Internet service providers, 
disposal after a set period is an industry 
custom that leaders (including Google) have 
self-adopted. For example; Goosle anonymlzes 
search results after nine months. 

(U) Law succeeds when It adopts well
tested rules. Thus, a retention law must be 
accompanied by a disposal law. Under proposed 
reform, companies would retain the records for 
law enforcement. but also would dispose of or 
completely anonymlze them after the statutory 
pertod.18 _ 

(U) Additionajly, policyrnakers could profitably 
support formation of a national •oo Not 
Track• registry. The national Do Not Call list 

_ has been a popular success. It permits citizens 
to meaninafully exercise consent reprding 
tarpted advertising over telephone nnes. In 
theory, a national Do Not Track reslstrv would 
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permit dtizens to meanlnsfully opt out of 
pervasive and controversial location · trackinc. 
If citizens desire limited use of polocation (for 
example, for mappins applications), the Do Not 
Track reatstrv could require a scrubblns of the 
database after a set period of time (this also Is 
modeled on the Do Not Call list requirements, 
in which telemarketers must periodically scrub 
databases).* 

(U) There are also non-lepl solutions that 
educate the user. These include fosterlnt 
development of consumer-grade free software 
that identifies for the novice what the 
Smartphone isdoins; publlcadverttslng to advise 
Smartphone users of the risks of disclosing 
their location Information; and development of 
standard summaries for contract terms. similar 
to product warnings, for Smartphone apps. 

The right ofthe people to be secure 
in their persons, houses, papers, 
and effects, against unreasonable 
searches and seizures, shall no~ be 
violated. 

4th Amendment, US Constitution 

II. In GoogleWeTrust 

(U) The Google EUlA has areater implk:ations 
for lntellipnce collection than the United States 
Constitution. Non-Disclosure Aareements 
(NDAs) trump the First Amendment. Permission . 
to disclose data to the JC)Vemlftent trumps the 

Fourth Amendment. Private actors gather the 
most information in US society, and private law 
contracts aovem aH of those transactions. 18 

(U) The current.lepJ paradJcm for intelligence 
ptherlnc Is top-down. But most Information Is 
aenerated peer-to-peer, and most intelllaence is 
created from the bottom-up. The Constitution, 
federal statutes, and executiw orders restrict 
the aovemrnent's ability to collect information 
concernins US persons. But this law Is no 
lonaer usefully . applied because peer-to-peer 
Information ptherin& is governed by private 

·lawEULAs. . 

(U) Private corporatiOns can and do pther any 
information that the end user aarees to in the 
EULA. Thus, private companies are gatherins: 
Information on every aspect of us persons' 
lives. This presents a threat to national security, 
as terabytes of personal Information become 
available to anyone wUiin& to buy it or able to 
access it. (For example, forelcn BOWmrnents 
ownlnc sl&nlficant portions of top social 
networkin& sites, or orpnized alme ta~&etin& 
US corporate databases.) 

When logged on to the CARS 
system, your computer is 
considered a Federal computer 
system and is the property of the 
US Government. Any or all uses 
of this system and all files may be 
intercepted, monitored, recorded, 
copied, audited, inspected, and 
disclosed to authorized CARS, DoT, 
and law enforcement personal, 
as well as authorized officials of 
other agencies, both domestic and 
foreign. 

Cash for Clunkers Dealers' EULA 

(U) The. prlvatlzed nature of information 
collection also presents an opportunity for US 
data collection. American corporations pther 
enormous world-wide databases on purchasin& 
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patterns, preferences, search terms, physical 
locations, communities, networks, and lnterds. 
Under present law, this information often can 
be obtained with an administrative subpoena 
rather than a search warrant. Further, the 
information may almost always. be voluntarily 
disclosed under the Stored Communications Act 
if a service provider has induded In the contract 
a provision that permits them to do so - and all 

do in order to ~main competitive. 

Ill. Privacy and National · 
Security 

You give Google a perpetual, 
irrevocable, worldwide, royalty
free, and non-exclusive license to 
reproduce~ adapt, modify, translate, 
publish, publicly perform, . publicly 
display and distribute any Content 
which you submit, post or display 
on or through, the Services. 

Initial Google EULA for Chrome 
Browser 

(U) In the global market of ideas, privacy and 
freedom are core American values. But these 
principles are threatened by mixed reality. OUr 
constitutional society secures rights apinst the 
government. It does not secure peer-to-peer 
rilhts or rights waived tbroush obfuscated lepl 

. agreements. The rlaht to privacy th8t applies 
aplnst the pwernment does not apply to 
neilhbors. service providers, or lurch etllfne 
operators. 111 

(U) The mixed reality future paints a seductive 
view of data linked not only to computers but 
to people, places, and thlnp. US actors need 
to act with restraint to mitigate threats to the 
Constitutional order such that First and Fourth 
Amendment interests are adequately protected. 
This is not solely a matter of law, but of principle 
and Ideals. Principles matter more In a Mixed 
Relllty world because reputation Is the primary 
c..-rency of excbanae few this technoiOIY· 

Reputation Economics 

(U) A reputation economy !s a shJft from 
money to fnsi&ht as the currency of exChange. 
For a 14 year-old girl, twittering about her cat 
Is a form cf Insight for her peer group - but 
that currency Is not fuftlible to a group of 
corporate lawyers. Social networks depend 
on reputation economies to drive adoption, 
mainmn cohesion, and produce value for their 
membei's. The currency of Facebook Is friends' 
comments and their participation In each 
other's online lives. The currency of eBay is a 
seller's history. Reputatlonal capital creates the 
ability to mabHize social networks on large and 
small scales. Those networks, once mobilized, 
actualize In the real world through Mbced Reality 
technoloSies. 

a: 
~ (U)Whuffie 
UJ 
Cl 

iii Whuffte is the colloquial term. for 
reputational currency. 1W]huffle 
recaptured the true essence of money: 
In the old days, If yc)u were broke but 
respected, you wouldn't starve." 

Cory Doctorow, Down and Out in the 
MaP: Kingdom 

(U) For example, Ashton Kutcher. a Hollywood 

actor and one of the most followed users on 
"Twitter," c:Ould inspire as many as 3,038,929 
users to gather on short notice, throush 
"tweetups" and social standing. This compares 
favorably to the 885,548 followers of the White 
House offidat account. w7 

(U) The United States' reputation will 
lncreasiniiY become a directly monetlzable 
asset. Twitter thought leaders can currently 
make or break markets -or political C9\IPS. The 
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Anonymous 1roup within online radical free
speech coalition was able to quickly orpnlze 
larae poups of people In multiple ~ntrles 
and across multiple internet technolocies to 
taraet Scientotoav. Application creators, social 
platform participants. and thoulht leaders will 
be able to mobilize silnlflcant populations very 
quickly, intentionally or otherwise. 

The Moral HIP Ground 

(U) The inteU~&ence community has repeatedly 
Identified the need to seize the moral high 
around. IC recruits must feel that IC)Vernment 
service Is worth the risk and lack of pay as 
compared to the private sector. Regular citi~ns · 
with critical information must feel that reporting 
the Information will be safe and beneficial to 
them personally. 

"By measuring the thing that money 
really represented - your person~l 
capital with your friends and 
neighbors -you more accurately 
gauged your success.H 

Cory Ooctorow, Down and Out in 
the Magic Kingdom 

(U) ·In a Mixed RMUty futi:n, trust will 
become a primary· currency of exchanp for 
the lntellltence community. The effectiveness 
of an Intelligence actor will depend largely on 
the network she can command - just as it is, 
increaslnsly, In the private sector. 

(U) In order to leverase the moral advantase, 
the IC needs to celebrate moral exemplars. A 
culture of ethical behavior and morality can be 
bred using mixed reality technology by aUowinl 
those moral leaders to communicate and share 
knowledge quickly and transparently to larse 

numbers of IC employees, thus leading by 

example and reputational Investment, and not . 
by bureaucracy and autocracy.* 

(U} The effectiveness of the lntelllpnce 
community In ~ra;inlsodal networks and 
mixed rullty will depelid on the amount of 
podwtll1ftatlntelll&ence actors can orpni~e, 
either overtly or coveltly. Suppose that 
Intelligence actors not only lurked In networks, 
but actively ensa~ed such that they were able 
to generate on-the-spot, real-time Information 
about locations a~ere in the world. Cell 
phone users in Pakistan, voters In Iran, rioters 
In China ..:.. and all may provide lntelli1ence to 
US actors, if those US actors can command their 
trust. 

(U) This combination of moral will and moral 
skill wiH allow the US to conduct more effective 
Information Operations in military theaters 
and elsewhere.· OUr ability to mobilize latp 

numbers of people and affect their decision 
makln1 process is limited primarily by our ability 
to influence their information environment -
which is a social space. In the coming mixed 
reality world, that Influence can only be effective 
throu1h trust in the social network. ut 

(U) Trust sells. Social networks can provide . 
means to senerate, organize, and mobiHze that 
trust. However, the trust can only be 1enerated 
by participation In and contribution to the 
JIOUps. This requires a chan&e of paradigm from 
clandestine Information capture to participation 
in sroups which then cari be leverased for 
valuable purposes. 

Digital natives, also termed 
Millennials, have demonstrated 
different- not lesser- standards 
of privacy. 
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IV. The World After Privacy 

This sec:tton analyzes what a reasonable 
expectation of privacy will look like in a 
Mixed Reality future. The first subpart 
addresses the current teglme IQVernins 
reasonable expectations of privacy as a 
constitutional law standard. The second 
sec:tton addresses shiftina gene~tlonal 
expectations of privacy. 

Reasonable Expectations of 
Privacy In Mixed Reality 

(U) The constitutional ·baseline Is the 
Fourth Amendment standard governinl 
reasonableness of searches· and 
seizures. This ana~ls often becomes 
one of determining what is a reoSOIJGI* 
~on of prillflcy. This standard 
is both subjective and objective: it 
depends on what privacy ~ens 
actuaRy do expect. and on what privacy 

is actually available to them.1"" 

(U) Privacy an.tvsls protects people, 

not piKes. 1he question 11 not " 
~ Ktors can access the data, 
but whether they should, IMn the 
prtvecy interest at still& 171 

(U) For cell phones, as for regular 
telephones, l.t is not dispositive that the 
data are routed throu1h a third party. 

The Supreme Court has ~ to 
create a broad "third party exception" 
for telephone ~noJosies, recognizins 
that the value of telecommunications 
technoiOIV to a democratic society is 
sufficiently important to provide Fourth 
Amendment protection to telephone 
calls. Nevertheless, true business 
records disclosed to a third party may 
be subject to a case-by-case exception 
under the fourth Amendment. 172 

(U) Courts tiave already expressed concern that constant 
location tradcln& violates expectations of privacy. Hidden, 
continuous, indiSCtimlntJte, and lnti'IISiw surveillance 
Is considered by aU courts to raise red flags about the 
warrantless use of the technique.tn Thus, electronic 
eavesdroppins presents "inherent dansers'" and requires 
more procedural protection than do everyday conventional 
searches.';. 

(U] Therefare. a majority Of courts havti held that real
time triiCidns of people vfa their cell phones requires a 
wannt supported by probable cause.11'studies show 
that a wide majority of those polled do not desire or expect 
warrantless access to t~ location data. 1M A minority of 
courts have permitted real-time 
cell phone trackin& without a 
warrant. However, the practice 
of permittin& retention of 
historic CtSI {cell-site location 
information) qs with an 
administrative subpoena, on 
the standard of "'relevance" 
rather than probable cause, 
remains widespread. 177 
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(U) This stand11rd is in flux. A recent high
profile feder11l court decision . extended 
the Fourth Amendment probilble cause 
stilndard to historic as well as real-time 
geolocation data. The court voicec:l concerns 
that even historic location data woukl permit 
tr..clcil'll of citizens as they go to church, abortion 
clinics, X-Rated movies, political ptherings, 
or other dally activities. Further, the court 
expressed concem over government claims that 
CSU I GPS technolotY was not accurate enoUJh 
to identify the person's location with precision. 
This argument is decreasinsfy accurate, given 

sub-meter GPS predslon (see section on law 
Enforcement).111 However, other COL!rts have 
dlsqreed, holdil'll that cell phone location data 
are no different from other business records, 
and can be recovered without a warrant. 111 

Chan&lna Expectations In a Mbred 
Realty World 

(U) Expectations have changed with· culture. 
Generational, technoloslcal, and cultural shifts 
In privacy have resulted in a new approach to 
personal information. 

· (U) For M•nnlals, tontrolls prlvKy and the 
expectations of privacy are measured by control. 
When you take control out of their hands, 
you have vioa.ted their privacy. Millennial 
expectations of privacy thus conflict with 
traditional law enforcement and intelligence 
community conceptions. Law enforcement and 
the IC understand private information as what Is 
"offline,• in the house, and public as beil'll what 
is "out there: or online, A millennia! expects 

information over which she exercises control to 
be private; and information over which she does 
not to be public. 

(U) Privacy In the future will be arbitrilted rather 
than absolute. Expectations of privacy will be 
a matter of Friends settfnp, not FISA. There 
is a very real risk that government ac:tol'S will 
de...-mine that an dlgltaHy aVailable Information 
is posted without an expectation of privacy • 

(U) The standard account assumes that privacy 

vanishes as technology progresses. This is 
inaccurate. HistorieaUy, as. privacy. becomes 
technoJoeically lmpracttcable (due, for example, 
to overcrowdil'll), social norms Increase privacy 
to compensate. 

(U) Followina this trend, expectations of privacy 
will be different, not less. Priwcy concerns will 
Increase when mt.ed reality pushes Internet 
tradcJns down ·Into real space. Citizens who 
have been unconcerned at being tracked 
across the internet will react neptiw!ly to 
beins tracked as they go about their real space 
lives. This phenomenon has been documented 
when, for-example, the FTC blocked the merser 
of online marketer DoubleCiick with offline 
companies that. tracked real-world credit card 
purchase histories. This merger would have 
allowed online surflna and purchasing to be 
linked· with real-world movements and buying 
decisions. 
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(U) Millennlals are aware of privacy concerns; 
they merely come to different condusions 
reprdins the risk versus reward of postins 
information on different channels. The standard 
account is that disital natives are Insufficiently 
mature to understand the downstream effects 
of behavior; for example, sexttns (the intentional 
production and distribution of sexually explicit 
tmases of one's self via tell phone). MHiennlals 
do not have a lesser lepl expectation of privacy, 

but they expect privacy less often and in 
different circumstances. 

(U) Mlllennials ·craft rather than conceal. The 
privacy expectation of a Millennia! is not in the 
decision to post content, but In the process 
of manacfnc the messap of the content. In 
order to be in the online world, inhabitants 
must participate. Because dieital natives place 

a hilh value in participation in the culture, they 
manage risk (or· attempt tot, rather than avoid it 
altogether. 

(U) Part of the brand Identity that disital natives 
select is that they are older and more sexually 
experienced than theY really ar~. Thus, the 
decision to post sexually explicit messaaes is not 
a determlnatiOt:'l that privacy does not matter, 
but rather a cost........,.l analysl$ applied to a 
sodalseltinc. 

(U) With Mbced Reality, the home Is back. Courts 
have senerally tended to draw a hard line at the 
door to the home. Thus, warrantless ceU phone 
trackina - even If permitted by courts - ousht 
to be limited so as to automatically terminate 
at the door to the home. To do otherwise Is to 
risk blanket Invalidation on the srounds that 
the technology unconstitutionally penetrates 
spaces not open to public scrutiny. 

Participation is not Optional 
(U) Every day, people often join sadal networks 
only to find thet their identities have already 
been usurped, and that misinfotrnatlon 
about them is prevalent. F.Uure to participate 
pnerates neptive social currency and creates 
a void to be filled by Identity entrepreneurs. 
Politicians who do not join Twitter have their 
names •twitterjacked." 

(U) Lack of participation will be more obvious 
than ensaaement. Social networks reject 
anonymized newcomers. People who •de-lurk;'' 
or come from noWhere, are assumed to have 
anonymized for a reason and thus will be l&nored 
at best. Reputatlonal currwncy requires historic 
patldpatfon In the reputation economy. 

(U) IC actors must determine how to build 
rwputation on social networks without 
compromfsfcW security. 

(U) Interestingly, ImposterS often are embraced 
by social networks. There Is a devetoptns sense 
of online "fair use of ldenttty." Popular social 
network personalities are often mocked and 
their identities adopted. This becomes even 
easier when the real entity or person has failed 
to enpae a social network. 

Evelyn's Story 

Evelyn is a model, successful but 
new in her career. She delayed 
creating a Facebook page. When 
she finally began, she found 12 
differeAt pages discussing her, many 
in negative ways. Evelyn learned 
that the only way to manage her 
personal brand was to opt in, not 
opt out. 
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(U) This creates a void that entrepreneurs, 
Intelligence community actors, or insuraents 
can exploit. Thus, privacy will lncreaslr!IIY be a 
matter of manaains partkipaUon, rather than 
lurking, or restrlctini access to the te~hnoloav. 

You Will Be Represelbd 

(U) If you don't represent yourself, someone will 
represent you, and not necessarily in a positive • 
way. Late joiners ftt!d that early adopters have 
already claimed · their identity. For example, 
several hish-profile politicians discovered that 
their names were beinJ used on Twitter without 
their knowlec:f&e or consent. Althqh the 
social networlt rapidly detected the imposters, 
the social networlt was not able to ascertain 
the true Identity of the Intruder. The resultiOJ 
conversation and publicity was very neiative for 
the politklans. 

(U)Thlslsnot unhkethepractlceofcybersquat.ting 
prevalent in the early days of the commercial 
internet. Then, entrepreneurs squatted on real
world companies' trademar.lcs to leverap their 
reputation. Now, entrepreneurs are taldng real
world identities to do the same. Establishing 
a personal brand is therefore a hiJher priority 
than hidlnJ identities from social networks • 
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(U) LAW ENFORCEMENT 

ISSUE·S 
BY CHARLES COHEN 

The potential risks (and c:onveBely, the potential rewards) for Law Enforcement (LE) related to 
Mixed Reality are comparable to those faced by LE with respect to DNA 15 years ago. 

( U) Overview 

(U) Mixed Ruaty: (MR) devices and 
applications have fundanKintalfy and 
Irrevocably chanpd the LE environment. Upon 
widespread adoption, MR PreSents new risks 
and opportunities for the lE community. MR 
affords criminals the ability to communicate 
with one another, as wen as coordinate 

their activities in ways that the LE community 
is ill prepared to interdict. However, MR 
technologies - if widely adopted by criminal 
organizations - would increase the ability or 
properly trained and equipped LE elements 
to observe, surveil, and collect Information on 
criminals lqally. 
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Key Points 

(U) Mixed Reality technolosv has fundamentally and Irrevocably chanpd the Law Enforcement 
environment. 

(U) As Mixed ReaHty technololles become increasinllv ublqultcws, they wiH continue to act as 
a vector for a Browil'll number of offenders seeldn& to exploit the chasms that exist in current 
Law Enforcement structures. 

(U) The level of complexity of both the corporate orpntzation, afona with the orpnlution of 
the physical infrastructure behind the companies developina Mixed Reality applications, places 
It beyond the~ resoun:es of almost alllE a&encies in the United States. 

·- ----~-- ------ -- -

(U) The current state of knowledae, at least amona the LE community, Is insufficient to address 
these Issues in any meaninlful Wt!fi. In fact. the c:.pabdhy to conduct any sllniftcant forensic 
examinations on SmaB Scale DiCJta1 Devices falls outside the competence of most small to 
medium law aaendes. 

(U) Alona with the challenps posed by Mixed Reillity technotosles to investlptors, come 
helpful aspects for those trained to talce advantaae. 

-~ ---- -

. - -

-- ~ --~ -

(U) The prevalence of lmap5 on the Internet and frequency with which those lmaaes are aeo
taaed Is another area of interest as it can aid In lrwesttpttOns and simultaneously identify 
c!anefesttne Law Enforcement assets. 

(U) The challenae presented here is nOt derived from a specific application or technolosv. Rather, the 
ability to use multiple technoloaieS to produce superior results is our cause for concern. Currently, 
domestic and foreign criminal actors· routinely use available technoloaies as vectOrs for their activities 
(to lndude those associated with entities wlshtna to do stratestc harm to the United States and its 

interests, e.g., terrorists and/or non-state threat actors). It is therefore Direly that MR technololies wtll 
be adapted for use by criminal elements. • 

(U) A Case Scenario · 
(U) The following scenario Is a factual case In point use of MR by criminal entities between April 2008 
and January of 2009. 
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(U) First, •roup members placed hoax bomb calls 
to universities throughout the US using a Voice 
over Internet. Protocol (VoiP) sen/ice that; while 
owned by a US corporation, is incorporated 
in Luxembourg. VoiP combined with 1 an 
Internet-based telephone number spoofing 
application hid their true location and identity 
from investigators. This telephon.e 
spoofing technology allows- users 
to determine what number_ is 
displayed on a call recipient's caller 
identification screen. Therefore, 
when the hoax bomb threats were 
received by the universities, as 
well as on police Computer Aided 
Dispatch (CAD) systems, the number 
was recorded as (000) 000-0000. 

(U//t:ESt- -
-------~~ 

(U//I:Ht -· 
-

-
-

Web cameras. In this particular scenario, they 
described seeing someone in dark clothes and 
a ski-mask place an unknown item into a trash 
can, a fa~rication. 

(U//tES} 

(U/ftS) 

-
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-·- -- --

(U) This scenario illustrates ·that while a sinsJe 
MR technofo&y may pose a specific· risk to 
LE operations, the ability of criminal actors 
to use multiple technologies certainly does . 

Additionally, cross-jurisdk:.tlonal constraints 
result in acute. chalk!nJeS, especially when 
investiption-relevant information Is sousf\t 
from an MR service provider outside the United 
States. 

(U) Criminal Tradecraft 
(U) Skilled offenders regularly exploit the 
jurisdictional and functional pps that exist 
between federal, state, local, and tribal LE 
communities (in addition to those of the 
military and LE communities); For example 
persons engaaed in online fraud regularly 
exclude from the prospective victim pool those 
people lfvln& within the same jurlsdlc:tton. Many 
skilled offenders solely tai'IP!t persons living In 
different cou~es in order to further mitipte 
the risk of investigation and prosecution. As MR 
technoloties become fnc:reaslnlly ubiquitous, 
they will continue act as a vector for a 1~ 
number of offenders seeldn.l to exploit the 
chums that u1st In the current LE structure. 1111 

(U) Risk Vs. Reward 
(U) Alone with ·the chalt.nps posed by MR 
technolo&Y to lnvestlptors come helpful 
aspects for those trained to take adwntqe. LE 
personnel wlshins to exploit MR technolosfes 
for investfgative purposes need to understand 
the myriad of available technoloaJes and how to 
find information of evidentiary value. In order 
for investlptors _to be able to take advantage of 
the data that are produced by people who use 
MR technofosies, they must be able to recover 
that data In a forensically sound and lawful 
manner.w 

(U) Many people now carry devices that are 
commonly described as •Smartphones•. This 
description does not completely capture the 

· essence of these devices because, In many 
instances, voice communication is incidental 
to their common use. A better descriptive 
term is Sm•ll Scale DfiiUI Devices (SSDD) that 
also happen to .have telephonic capabilities. 
The ubiquity of SSDD use, combined with the 
myriad types of data that passes throush them 
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(and resides on them), make them ripe for LE 
investigative exploitatlon.111 

(U) Investigative Implications 
(U) From a LE perspective, a day can be imagined 
in the near future in which an individual's SSDD 
could play an integral part in a sexual assault 
investigation. Many SSDD's have sub-meter 

GPS apability, an accelerometer, an internal 
comP..ss. and various applications that routinely 
ping mobile phone towers. Additionally, many 
applications loaded on SSDDs have the ability 

to capture data streams in the normal course of 
operation that is in addition to their expected 
function. Armed with this data (which resides 
on the SSDD itself or on a server) an investigator 
conceivably could recreate the whereabouts 
and actions of an individual in time and place.111 

(U) For example, the location of the device 
over time can be tracked and by extension, 
the logtion of the individual over time may be 
inferred (data are tied to the individual). Further, 
the internal accelerometer and compass allow 
the orientation of th~ device to not only be 

determined (on three axes) but to be correlated 
to the logtion of the person who possesses the 
device as well. Together, these data can indicate 

the orientation of the suspect's body at various 
points in time. Finally, the accelerometer also 
can provid~ the relative motion information of 
the phone, and by extension, the suspect. 

(U) Combined, these disparate pieces of 
information conceivably could reveal that the 
suspect was 1. at the logtion of the assault 
at the time of the assault; 2. that his body was 

horizontal at the time of the assault; 3. that the 
suspect was repeatedly moving back and forth 
·along an axis within a specific range of motion 
while at a specific angle of incline relative to 
the earth. Additional information scraped from 
the internal memory of the SSDD and remote 
servers might show the true interests and 

activities of the suspect pre-, para-, and post
assault. Even the elevation of the suspect over 
time will be available. 

(U) As this kind of forensic information moves 
into the courts, Issues related to the "chain 
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of custody'" are certain to be raised: Was the 
accused actually In possession of the device at 
the time the assault occurred? Other MR data 
mav be used to resolve such questions: Was 
something spedftcally traceable to the accused, 
such as a posting on Facebook, made at a specific 
time from a specific locatioil? Such nuances of 
MR and the law wiU be in play for years: 

(U) Vulnerabilities (hardware) 
(U) Many of the applications lnvestipted at 
SHARP 2009 either capture, or have the ability to 
capture, large volumes of personal ldentifyins. 
kinesthetic, and business informatfbn. An 
area that should be of immediate concern, 
to both the lntelllsence and LE communities, 
Is who creates these applications and what 
information they collect. The Intelligence and 
lE communities should. proactively develop 
relationships with the creators of applications 
and SSDD hardware whenever and ~erever 
possible. When mutually beneficial relationships 
are not feasible, it will be important tp mitigate 

risk and exploit opportunities. The current state 
of knowledge, at least within the LE community, 
is insufficient t6 address tf1ese Issues in any 
meaningful way. This should be expanded to 
consider what additio.nal information could be 
collected that. is not already beinc collected in 
order to anticipate future vulnerabilities and 
opportunlties.111 

(U) In addition. to the risks associated with 
the collection of data acquired lesitfmately 
(I.e., services in which the user has knowingly 
participated), lE Is tasked with lnvestipting 
occurrences of information collection for 
nefarious purposes in dandestine ways 
(spyware). The diversity and ~ume of 
Information that Is collected via an SSDD makes 
it extremely lucrlltive for criminal orpnizations. 

(U) One example of a product speciflcally 
designed to covertly coUect from SSDDs is 
found at www.flexispy.com. This product is 
commercially avaUable for between $140.00 
USD and $355.00 USD per year, depending on 
the number of ~ploits In which one is interested 
and the spedflc: SSDD model that is being 
exploited. Flexlspy allows anyone with access to 
the tatJeted ssoo (for about fifteen minutes) to 
collect a myriad of MR-related information. Once 
installed on the device, it works unobtrusively 
In the backJround and is difficult to detect by 
the user. The application allows covert remote 
listening, remote control of the victim's phone 
via SMS, SMS and email logging, call history 
loging, geo-location tracking, can lnterceptfon, 
and remote real-time GPS tracking. Even 

· worse, as will be described below, the use of 
this appllcatlpn puts all information traveling 
through a victim's SSDD within the purview of 
the Syrian Arab RepubHc (which hosts some of 
Flf!Jdspy's serverS). This product works on SSDD 
brands including Blackberry, Nokia, !Phone, and 
Win MobUe OS devices.112 

(U) The low price point for the Flexispy 
application and the ease of its Implementation, 
make it attractive for most criminal enterprises . 
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Conversely, it is outside the ability of most 
LE aaendes within the us to identify the 
implemenQtlon of the application, much less 
attribute its ktstallation to a criminal suspect in a 
forensically sound maMer.ln fact,1he capaiMiity 
toconcluctanysipiflcal.ltforenslceamlnations 
on SSDOs fills outside the competence of 
most small to medium lAw .,.ncles. Those· 
aaencies that do have the capability to enpp 
SSDD forensics mostly lack the expertise and 
equipment to conduct examinations at a level 
of sophistication necessary for the lnvestiption 
of this and similar appfltations. The three 
most common LE SSDD forensic tool providers 
(Cellebrite, Paraben, and Susteen) do not detect 
the existence of Flelcispy. 

(U) If the presence of an application like Flexispy 
were to be detected by l.E, the next challense 
would be foUowlns the requisite iepl processes 
to obtain the secondary and tertiary evidence 
necessary to prosecute the responsible party. 
Flexispy, Ltd. owns www.flexispy.com, which 
is incorporated in the Seychelles. Flexispy, 
Ltd. was spun off from Ventata Co111pany, Ud., 
which is incorporated In Bangkok, Thailand. The 
administrative contact for www.flexispy.com is 

in Switzerland, and the servers throush which 
the data from a victim's SSDD travels to the 
criminal are located in the Syrian Arab Republic. 
The level of complexity, of both the corporate 

orpniutlon of the c:omPMies behind this 
application, and the technical orpnlzation 
of the Infrastructure pa.ces It beyond the 
IIM!I\fptlve resou~of almost aU LEqendes 
In the us.•s•ue-.m 

(U) Vulnerabilities (Applications) 
(U) SSDDs are not the only aspect of MR 
that represents a paradicm shift for the LE 
community. The prevalence of lmaps on the 
Internet and frequency with which those 
lmaps ate po-taged Is another area of 
lntendt. For point of reference, www.facebook. 

com has about 250 million recular users {as of 
the writins of this assessment) with 120 million 
unique users loainc in each day. As of April, 
2009, Facebook housed 15 billion photographs 
with 850 mUiion new photographs added per 
month. While no statistics exist, anecdotally 
a majority of those photocraphs on Facebook 
depict at least one person. Trends in digital 
cameras mean that an inc,..aslng number 
of photos contain geosraphical, date, time, 
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and other· metadata. As SSDDs have evolved, 
most now lndude a camera and software that 
facilitate the uploadiOJ of Images and video 
to online social networkinJ sites in real time. 
This represents an opportUnity for LE to place 
a subject of Interest at a sPedfic location, at 
a spedftc ttme • .,...... In specific aCttvittes, 
with specific Individuals. •• 

(U) AS with all technologies, MR Is neutral. In the 
same way that the increasins volume of lma,es 
on the ,Vieb represents an opportunity for L£, 
It also represents a risk. As .an example, www. 
face.com offers facial recognition capabilities 
for images loaded on Facebook. lE can use 
this appHc:atton to identify associations among 
criminal actors and locate subjects. Because 
www.face.com is a PUblicly available appliQtion, 
it also can also help criminals identify potential 
or intended victims (as well as LE personnel). 
lmqine the ability of an abusive former 
spouH to crawl the W.b far lrnaps of a former 

sflniflcint other uslne this technolo&Y. Also. 
imqine the abHity of a afminal orPnlzation 
to crawl the Web for lmaps of a suspected 
unden:over officer Wtthln their lfDUP. • 

(U) The nature of the techn~, (such as that 
used bv www.face.com) is such that It o(ten falls 
outside ability of LE to serve lepl process to 
obtain any records kept in the normal course of 
business, and information related to Individuals 
who use the technolosy. For example, Face.com 
Is owned by Vlzi Labs, Inc., an Israeli company 
that does not have a physical presence in the 
US. This means that the ability to serve lepl 
process on this companY is beyond the ability of 
aH but a few US Law Enforcement asendes.-..z 
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Recommendations 

(U) The .implications of widespread MR adoption by criminal orsanlzations (aiding actions that 
::. would result in criminal prosecution) are such that they demand immediate attention from the 

LE community. To that end, the following are specific steps that can be undertaken now to help 
_, all levels of the .LE community address these implications: 

. -
·: 

• Establish a coordinated program to determine what information is collected (overtly or 
covertly) by MR applications used by citizens of the US. Non-US LE and pseudo-l:E entities 
should be leveraged to add value. Organizations, such as InterPol and EuroPol, along 
with other NGOs would be of benefit In this endeavor. Further. it must be determined 
what information is kept on client devices versus what information is retained on servers 
(and where); what companies produce the applications; what companies r!!taln server
side informa~on; the locatlon(s) of those servers; the retention periods for the retained 
information; what risks ~1st due to the nature of the Information or company retaining the 
Information; and by what process the information can lawfully be obtained in the course of 
a criminal Investigation . 

. • Develop and distribute forensic tools that have the abHity to recover all data from MR 
devices (and applications contained thereon) In a forensically sound manner for use by 
LE at the federal, state, local, and tribal levels. Currently, few federal facilities have the 
capabHity to conduct such examinations for matters leading to criminal prosecution. 
Consequently, they no longer meet the capacity of need. Consider that there were 53 
million Smartphones sold In the U. S. in 2008. Sales in 2009 are projected to increase by 
25".-

• Revise and update those federal and state statutes that address matters related to the 
retention, preservation, and release of the business records of MR technology companies 
(applications or hardware), as well as personal information stored by MR companies, in 
order to keep pace with advances in technology. 

• Revise and update those federal and state statutes that address the lawful-and judicially 
approved interception of communication for the purpose of criminal Investigations in order 
to keep pace with advances in technology. 

• Establish a coordinated and systemic training program to Inform appropriate LE personnel 
how to best Integrate MR data of potential forensic value (gleaned from MR devices and 
applications) with other investigative techniques. 

(U) Each of the five recommendations above Illustrates both a current wlnerabilky to and an 
opportunity for US LE. Adoption of these recommendations will provide LE with an information 
advantage over sophisticated criminal enterprises. The potential risks (•nd conversely, the 
potentim rewards) for LE related to MR are comparable to those faced by LE with respect to 
DNA 15 years qo. 
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(U) MONEY MASTERY: 
MIXED REALITY AND THE 
GLOBAL ECONOMIC 
LANDSCAPE 
(U) The intelliJence community must . 
act to reorpnize, adapt, and change 
to face the significant global economic 
threats of the future. Economic policy 
makers must have the abiUty to make 
informed and Insightful decisions. 
The widespread adoption of MR 
technoloaies, along with the-capability 
to analyze the new information that · 
it provides, will supply policy makers 
with this decision advantage. · 
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· (U) ALTERNATE PERSPECTIVE 
ON INFORMATION SECURITY 
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(U) Time and technolosv are not on 
our side, and choosing not to engage 
the emerging real-time Web only 

makes us irrelevant and more prone 
to intelligence failure. 

(U) The recent political crisis in Iran 
illustrates the consequences of 
limiting IC access to the internet. 

Twitter, which allows anyone with a 

mobile phone to report anything to 

a mass audience, became a critical 
source of information on breaking 
developments in Tehran because 

journalists and diplomats were often 
confined to their homes and offices. 

Because some agencies block access 
to Twitter, some officers found 

themselves having to go to their· cars 

and access the latest developments 

on the crisis from their personal 
mobile phones. Others found they 
could ~over the crisis more effectively 
from home with unfettered internet 
access that they are denied at work. 
(U) The argument that Twitter. 

blogs; and other outlets for "citizen 

journalism" are not as reliable as 

formal media outlets ignores the fact that in fast breaking 
situations, all reporting is prone to error. Such inherent 
errors and unreliability require analytic caution,• but are 

not sufficient grot.!nds for ignoring this nelll( media. Analysts 
have learned to as5ess and weight new Information 
sources, such as CNN, as they have developed, and history 
has shown that analysis benefits from a broader spectrum 

of intellisence. 

(U) We need a fundamental re-examination of our security 

needs to survive in this world. Such an examination must 

begin by asking wha.t we hope to accomplish and by 
acknowledging that risk is a necessary component of any 

security system. We are not alone in this need: a recent 
survey of private sector employees in 10 countries found 

that three out of four IT professionals believed their security 

policies needed updating, and the top reason users gave for 
circumventing their security policy was their view that the 

policy was incompatible with their job demands. 2117 

(U) One alternative to the current system is to come out 
from behind the walls of our fortress and defend ourselves 
through the agility to be gained by active engagement with 
the rest of the world. This system would be light and nimble, 
working with the global hive to spot emerging threats early 
and responding to imminent threats ~ore quickly. The 

security managers of the future would be well known to the 

hive, feeding the reputation system to ensure that security 
constantly improves by fixing flaws. 

(U) The other key factor is personnel security. An emerging 
theme In the discussion of security In the private sector is 
that "technology does not equal security," as noted recently 

by Cisco's senior security adviser.2111 Indeed, major IT 
leaders such as Google and Apple, while embracing sharply 
different corporate cultures, both embrace a focus on 
personal rather than structural or. technologiCal solutions 
for security. 209•

110 
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(U) Keeping the IC 
ONE STEP AHEAD 

(U) When Pull Comes To Push 

(U) Summary Statement 

(U) Commercial recomiMftdlltlon erwlnes. semantic analysis systems, content analysis 
pneratan, and sentiment aMiysls should be leverqed by the lntelllpnce Community (IC) to 
a...,nent CQ~nltlan, sltutloul..,.reness, analysis processes. and products. 

(U) Key Points 

1. (U) The exponential increase in open source information means that 
an effective IC analytic body without automated augmentation from 
external sources is difficult to imagine. · 

2. (U) Attention paid to IC analysis (classified and otherwise) metadata, 
taxonomy can reap large dividends downstream. Allowing analysts 
to "tag" products as well as sources, and create folksonomies (user
derived taxonomies), will accelerate the analysis process -with little 
incremental overhead. 

3. (U) User rating and review of IC products and traffic could yield 
·excellent benefits as analysts struggle to keep up with as well as find 
the most timely and relevant content. 

4. (U) Geo-referenced "Push'" technologies could benefit an_!Jiysts and 
IC personnel by aggregating and automatically displaying relevant 
content. 

5. (U) "Scraping" textual data from the web and using it to estimate 
widespread beliefs and attitudes utilizing semantic along with 
sentiment analysis could alert the IC to threats and changes in near 
real-time. 
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(U) Introduction 

(U) The IC can benefit by applying evolvinl 
recommendation engines, made possible 
by location-aware software and hardware, 
to aupnent c:osnttton and raise situational 
awareness. These technoloBJes are robust 
enoush to warrant· serious consideration, and 
are beins vicorously pursued for consumer 
applications. Underlying technoJoeies include 

collaborative filtering. semantic analysis, and 
the semantic web.DUu.nJ 

(U) Information awareness lessons can be 
learned from the commercial Internet. Much 
time, research, and money has been spent 
to autom~ally pther, parse, and further 
disseminate relative information, la,.ely for 
better markettns strategies for commercial 
entities. These strateales Include; contextual 
analysis, semantic analysis, collaborative 
filtering. . seo-referencins, metadata 
enhancement via taging. and the automation 
of bqround processes that push relevant 
content to the user. 

(U) Technofoty currently offers (or soon will) 
virtuallntellicent assistants that politely "push'" 
ranked, rated, and relevant messaae traffic, links, 
btos posts, Tweets,· videos, photos and other 
resources (dasslfled or otherwise) to the analyst 
desktop, based on near real-time awareness of 
Information of Interest. The resource pool for 
this Information should be sourced from within 
IC repositories and Knowledge Management 
systems, alons with the open Internet. Consumer 
examples are dted herein, that, with some 
lmasination, could readily be adapted to IC use 
cases. With the exponential increase In open 
SCHHCe lnfarmatlon, it Is dllllcuit to lmqine an 
efMc:tive IC analytic body without automated 
aupnentatlan from external sources. 

(U) Computational linguistics and semantic 
analysis are already staples of IC research efforts. 
The community would do weft to consider 
tallorins such efforts to improve productivity of 
scarce analyttc resources through a self-~aininc 
capability apinst Internal IC datasets and the 
internet. Specifically, this genre of tools would 
"intuit" potential items of Interest from both 
internal and open sources. This would occur in 
an automated fashion throuch observation of 
how analysts use those sources. 

(U) The transparent observation task, which 
would run in the badc&round without the user's 
intervention, would. infer the context of the 
analyst's activities. The analyst's response to this 
menu of Items would then provide performance 
feedback to the software, continually improving 
lt. The end result would be a focused daily 
"newsfeed~. (Note that the ataorlthms' 
capability to self-train would be dependent 
upon access to both 1) internal IC sources and 
2) external open source material.) Lessons can 
be learned from consumer focused Internet 
technologies evolvins a •recommendation• 
layer that emphasizes "Push" versus the '"Pull'" 
of traditional research. The realization of the 
so-called "Semantic Web" will speed this trend 
by addinc more robust metadata to web pages, 
including ontoloay and tlliOnomy, which in tum 
will aid in search and •dJscoverability". In effect, 
these systems "hover" around user activities, 
learning from them, and continually seekinc out 
relevant content based on their flndinp. 
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(U) Examples From the 
Commercial Internet 

(U)The Digital Music Space 

IU) Music has been a fertile field for the development 
of recommendation systems. The crash of CD sales 
and music retailing has created a necessity for digital 
marketing and discovery. Music has metadata built 
in, provided by commercial metadata providers like 
Gracenote (http:l/www.gracenote.com) and All Music 
Guide (http://www.allmusic.com). These two services 
have proprietary taxonomies and ontologies. For 
example, Gracenote divides music into over 1,600 
genres with genre maps changing by territory and 
specialization/" Similarly, attention paid to IC analysis 
metadata, taxonomy, and ontolocv can reap larp 
dividends downstream. Aftowlng analysts to •tag• 

products as well as sources. and aeate folksonomies 
(user-derived taxonomies), can accelerate the process 
with little Incremental overheH. 

(U) Apple's !Tunes recently added a "Genius" feature. 
When activated, the user's iTunes music collection is 
sorted and analyzed for content. Thereafter, a sidebar 
suggests related tunes while a virtual O.J. "suggests• 
which tunes to play next. Oicking an icon causes Genius 
to instantly create a playlist around the "seed" song. 

-

.. 

(U) One Uama LLC began at the 
University of Illinois within the NCSA 
Applied Learning Group D2K (Data to 
Knowledge) initiative. One Uama uses 
a combination of semantic analysis 
collaborative filtering techniques to 
arrive at its recommendations. Although 
not really "push," it is still worthy of 
what can· be done by a small te;~m using 
mostly open source algorithms and 
software platforms. One Uama (http:// 
www.onellama.com) scours thousands 
of Internet radio stream playlists 
storing over a billion artist-track pairs. 
An artist name or track name displays 
a ranked order of related stations. In 
another example, One Uama uses a 
"Semantic Tree• to cluster similar tunes 
around a "seed .. tune allowing for the 
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exploration of the branches (http://company. 
onellama.com/sec:tlon/labs/dlscover/). 

One Uama derives its data from open sources 
lncludina blop, independent rattnas, and 
reviews of music. Similarly, user rattna and 
review of IC products and trafllc caulcl yield 
excellent benefits as alllllyst:s struafe ta keep 
up and find the most timely and relevant 
content. 

(U) One of the most successful examples of 
"Push" from the consumer mu51c world is 
Pandora (http://www.pandora.com). With 
roughly 10 million visitors per month, Pandora Is 
a personalized, lnter.ICtive Internet radio service 
that competes with LastFM (www.last.fm), 
Slacker (www.slacker.com), and the subscription 
services Rhapsody and Napster. Users begin with 
a "seed" sona or artist that the system builds a 
personalized "station" around based on semintfc 
and algorithmic similarity. Metadata Is manually 
added to tracks by Pandora "musicologists" at 
the rate of about 12,000 tracks a month, each 
taged based on about 150 criteria. m Over its 
5 year history, Pandora has refined its clustering 
and similarity al&orlthms to create playU.sts 
related by multifactorial correlations. These 
correlations are in larse part responsible for 
spawning miUions of dedicated fans. 

(U) Finally, Amazon and Netflix politely push 
recommendations based upon purchases 
and wish Usts. Subscribers to the digital video 
recorder service TiVo receive recommendations 
based on viewing history and the taains of 
shows that viewers are assumed to be interested 
in recordina in the future. · 

(U) Media 

(U) YouTube (http://www.YouTube.com) added 
its "News Near You" Feature in July of 2009. 
Upon use~ naviptlon to ChanneiPNews & 
Politics, YouTube records your IP address and 
therefore your location In order to display timely 
news video dips with &eOJraphic relevance. 
Geo-refetencecl Push could simllarty benefit 
Analysts and IC personnel bv ~ and 
autDIMtlcally dlsplaylnc relevant content. 

(U) Beyond BroadcastMedla(www.bbcastmedia. 
com) was spun out of Northwestern University's 
lntellip!nt Information laboratory (http:// 
infolab.northwestem.edu). The Lab has 
developed "Context Aware" systems that 
"shadow" a user and push relevant content 
by alsorithmically understanding the context 
of a giVen broadcast stream or· body of text. 
Demonstrations include News at Seven, (http:// 
newsatseven.com), which •assembles" a news 
broadcast deUvered automatfcaHy by avatars, 
and "Brussels", a contextually aware '"rich 
interface" news tracker, which is de$c:rlbed as 
using: 

': .. models of situations called "scripts" to 
anD/yze the artide you're reading, extract 
information and retrieve other articles to fill In 
the details of the situation summary. From the 
'blrd's eye' view of the situation summarl' you 
can inspect the participants and events to see 
the sentences and articles that describe them." 

(U) The lnfolab's "Super Happy Fun Ball" is 
another proof-of-concept, which is described as 
follow: 

"While you ore browsing the web or ploying 
music, Super Happy Fun Boll scours the Internet 
and finds fun and intemtinQ ~b sites and 
media related to you and your interests." 
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(U) Content Analysis. Sentiment 
Analysis~ and Global Media Trend 
Tracking 

(U) Althouah not strictly within the purview of 
"push", there are a growing number of open 
source systems for global media trend tracking 
and sentiment analysis. These systems take 
advanta~e of the Internet's arowth in both 
commercial and user aeneratecl open sources that 
can be '"crawlecr., "scraped" and connected-to. 

(U) Medlacloud (http:/ /www.mediacloud.org), 
created at the Berkman Center for Internet And 
Society at Harvard ~ creates visualizations 
of key terms by their frequency of use, source, 
and &eoaraphy. Hinard Law Professor Yochai 
Benkler was quoted in the New York Times: 

"If youn reOI/y trying to mop where an ideo 
starts and how It mows thro11gh the public 
sphere, you need a database like we're 
developing, with time-stamped data. ".:!11 

(U) He explained that Gooale and Lexls/Nexis 
were not as ·comprehensive. Memetradcer 
(http://www.memetracker.org) is another 
example, developed at Cornell University, that 
mines the worldwide web for content trends In 
near real-time. 

(U) We Feel Fine (http://www.wefeelflne.ors) 
applies "Sentiment" analysis to visualize the 
"mood" of people on the global Internet by 
mlnin& the blogosphere: 

"At the core of We Feel Fine is a data collection 
engine that outomaticolly scours the Internet 
every ten minutes, haiWsting human feelings 
from o large number of blogs. 8log data comes 
from a variety of online sources, including 
LiveJournol, MSN Spaces, MySpoce, Blogger, 
Flldcr, Technorati, Feedster, Ice Rocket, and 
Google. We Feel Fine scans blog posts for 
occurrences of the phrases "'I feel" and "I om 
feeling.• 

(U) This is an approach that was Inspired by 
techniques used In Ustenina Post, a wonderful 
project by Ben Rubin and Mark Hansen. Once 
a sentence containing "I feet" or "I am feelins'" 
is found, the system looks backward to the 
beliMin& of the sentence, and forward to 
the end of the sentence, and then saves the 
full sentence ln a database. '"Scraping'" textual 
data from the web and usinl It to estimate 
widespread beliefs and attitudes usin& semantic 
and sentiment analysis could alert the IC to 
relevant changes and threats in near real-time. 
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Public:allon:19 Feb 2010 I.M12009; Date of access I Nokia Relewch Center 
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Brains"! Date of Pubicalion: 08 May 20091 Dale of Al:cesa: 30 Jilt 20091 News Public:alion 
9 (U) Newspaper I Philp Annetta I Sautll China Morning Post I Date of Publication: Seplembar 28 2006 I pg&l Date of Access: 

30July2009 
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11 (U) Magazine I Roger Parry I Management Today I "What colleciMsm can do for cajlitaiMI"I Date of Publication: ot 
September·20081 Page 30 I Dale of Aaless: 30 July 2009 

12 (U) Newspaper I Mat ScoU-Nash !"Fossett search llllire any either" I Dale of PubiCIIIon: 27 Seplamber 20071 Page 802 

I Date of Access: 30 July 2009 
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Brains" I Daa of Pubblion: 08 May 20091 Date of keels; 30 JLq 20091 News Publcallon 

14 (U) Web site 1 National Plelic Radio I"TuminQ the Camera Around: Health care stakeholdels"l '111lp:Jiwww.npr.Qiljnew&/ 

~I Dale of Access: 30Jutt2009 

15 (U) Uagazine I FOibe& I "Ciilzan Voices" I Oats of Publicalon: 08 Dec:ember 20081 Page 83 I Dale of Acca11: 30 July 2009 

16 (U) New:Mre I Jennifer Vales I Associatld Press I "PPIIIugh Researcher Crealas Game Web Site Will a Purpose• I Dale 

of Publicatian: 14 May 20081 Date of Ar.cess: 30 Jliy 2009 

17 (U) Web sile I The New York T111181I.~Wy 22, 20081 Canllia Dean I If You Have a Pto&Hm. Ask Everyone I hllp:JJwww. 

nytimes.c:oml2008107122/sc:iencef22.hlml 

18 (U) Web site I PETA Olrat $1 Million Reward to Fnt to Malle In ViW Meat I PETA.org I date unkn1Mn I htlp:l.lwww.peta.orgl 
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21 (U) Web site (Innovation Inducement Prizes at hi Nalicnal Science Foundation (2007( Nalional Academies PAISS I http:// 

ww.nap.edulcatalog.php?racord_icf:11816 

22 (U) Web site I Karim R.l..akhani, Lars Bo Jeppesen, Peter A.J..ohse, .UA Panella I HlmW Busiless School I The Value of 

()peMas in Sc:ienlllic: Problem Solving I http:llwww.hbs.eduftesellrdlfp7.()50.pdf 

23 (U) Olher referance& tor crowdsourced ICience include: diybio.org, bbf.openwelwafe.or and jove.com. 

24 (U) Web site I hllp:llwww.appsfordemoaacy.org 

25 (U) Web site I Kim Hart I WashingiDn Poll( "D.C.'s 1<1ne11c Tech Czar" I oaea of Posting 05 Jan 2009 I http://www. 
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July2009 
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